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Top Banana Race· Ripens
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We Live in the Present
By the Past, but
for the . ..

Six Pres. Hopefuls
Planning Campaigns
By Tim Tumlin

Vol. 3, No. 20
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FTU. Orlando, Floridoo

12, 1971

FTU Will Award
Graduate Degrees
For First Time
Three graduate students in the
College of Educati<;m will receive
the first Masters degrees awarded
by FTU during Commencement
March 20 at the Orlando Naval
Training Center.
A total of 121 students are
expected to receive degrees at the
ceremony which is scheduled for 2
pm at the training center's recruit
grymnasium.
Thirty-two of the graduates will
receive honors for academic
achievements as well.
The Commencement address will
be given by Dr. Albert T. Craig,
Professor of Education, who joined
the FTU faculty last year from his
former post as the first president of
Valencia Junior College.
The trio of graduate· students, all
of whom majored in Elementary
Education, are Mildred N. Warren,
Georgiana S. McEwen, and C.
Gilbert Rowe.
It w i 11 mark the fourth
graduation of FTU seniors since the
University opened for classes, in
October 1968. It will be the second
Commencement since FTU received
full accreditation last December. A
total of 676 graduates have been
awarded baccalureate degrees since
June 14, 1970, which marked
graduation of the charter class.
,
The March 20 exercises will see
baccalureate degrees go to 47
graduates in Education; 36 in
Business Administration; 22 in
Social Sciences; and four each in
Engineering, Humanities and Fine
Arts, and Natural ~ciences.

Preregistration Void
Without Fee Payment
Circle K's Earth Day was well-planned, well-announced, but very
poorly attended. Beside this old replacement engine (the original was
stolen)J several students in gas masks and a handful of detergent bottles, .
spectators, and newsmen, there was very little to disturb the natural
ecology of the tennis courts Tuesday morning when the Earth Day
program began. The engine was buried, the bottles were buried but
unearthed was that old spectre, apathy, a dirty word on any campu~.

Campus FTU's Cirde-K Sponsors
~ Glan<es 'Pre-Earth Day' Activity
ROCK POET
HERE TONIGHT
Thanks to the efforts of FTU' s
creative writers, an audience in the
SCAUD tonight will experience a
"Live Concert" by poet Edmund
Skellings.
Skelling's style is "acted"poetry
with a rock beat, examining " ... the
many male and female posturings
of growing up and loving up in
America today." The program will
be a "totally fresh exploration of
how meaning happens in mind and
motth."
The performance starts at 7: 30
pm. There is no admission charge.

The race to the starting line in the Student Government presidential
campaign has started. Already students who are planning to run for the
top SG position are seriously looking for the right running mate and are
deciding on the general strategy of their campaigns.
A number of names have come up recently in speculation about the
contenders. Unfortunately, all the
names must remain speculative has opened up since then.
Gary Hallman is a brother in
until Student Government prints TKE, which in itself might seem to
the forms which all candidates must be a lot of votes. On the other
fill out to become official. The hand, a veteran of last year's
indications show that there are six presidential race and a Greek hitn£elf
people involved so far: Zero said that the Greek bloc at FTU is
Zimmerman, Chris Schmidt, Rick not as powerful as it is in many
Namy, Fred Daniels, Gary Hallman, other Florida universities. Hallman,
and Frank Santry.
however does represent the most
Only the student commuting serious threat to Bantry so far, but
from Key West would not know when the candidates start teaming
that Frank Santry is planning to up, then it will be a different show
make a go for the presidency. Last altogether.
.
year Santry ran, but lost to the
Fred Daniels, the instigator of the
present SG President, Jim Stringer, movement to abolish Student
by a margin of 11 votes. Santry's Government, has decided that if:
running mate, Richard Lancaster,
you can't abolish 'em, join 'e~:
however, did win the position of
When asked why he wants to run
vice president by 27 votes. Only
for president when on the same
·303 of all the students at FTU
ballot it's possible there will be a
voted in the election. Santry is now
chance to vo~ for the .abolishment
the parliamentarian for the Student
of the entire organization, he said
Senate. When one SG official was
"If SG is abolished, then I've
asked who he thought might run,
accomplished my goal of making
he replied "Frank San try, Frank
people think twice about student
Santry, and Frank Santry." That
(Continued on page 16)
was two weeks ago, and the field

FTU's Circle-K Club sponsored Earth Day activities last Tuesday at 11
am behind the cafeteria. John Nelson, President of the Circle·K

A total of 4,135 students have completed the first phase of advanced
registration. These students must pay all registration fees by March 19 or
their advanced registration will be cancelled.
Any student who preregistered and paid his fees who is subsequently
disqualified or excluded - due to
grades, for example - will have his
Registration closes for returning
on-campus students at 12 :30 pm,
registration cancelled, and the March 25.
Business Office will refund his fees.
Registration for new on-campus
Any persons who preregistered and students and former students is
has not received his schedule and scheduled by appointment on
bill should check with Finance and Friday morning, March 26.
Accounting.
Current or former FTU
Returning students enrolled in Continuing Education students
the winter quarter who did not must apply for admission and be
preregister or who did not pay fees, accepted before they may register
will register according to the for on-campus courses.
following schedule. No registration
Registration will begin in the
appointments will be mailed with Library Building, where
grades.
preregistration was held.
STUDENTS MUST BRING GRADE REPORTS TO REGISTRA·
TION TO GAIN ENTRANCE.
Graduates
Wed., March 24
16:_30-8 p .m
Seniors
Thurs., March 25
8:30-9:30 am
Juniors
Thurs., March 25
9:31·10:30 am
Sophomores
Thurs., March 25
10:31-11 am
Freshmen
Thurs., March 25
11 :01 am-noon
Any winter quarter
students not registered Thurs., March 25
12:01·12:30 pm

organized the events that were actually "pre-Earth Day" activities.
'
Dr. Martin Wanielista, Associate Professor in Civil Engineering at FTU
said, "We are looking for a big
'
. (Continued on page 16)
Earth Day during the week of April
Jim Thomas, chairman of the
19-26 through the co-ordinating biology department of the College
efforts of the area's junior colleges of Orlando, spoke to the students
and FTU."
on the value of joining conservation
·''En vi r 0 nm en tally s 0 u nd organization~ .. Two ~rganizations
Products and Practices" was the that he specifically pointed out as
topic of Dr. Wanielista's speech at helpful were the Orange County
the pre-Earth Day ceremony. He Au d_u b on Society a~d ~he
related to the people some of the En v 1 _ro~men tal· Coordrnatrng
products and practices which are Organization.
~Ji.i,;;~~:.;_.;.:..
e ·nvironmentally sound. Dr.
Nelson mad_e all the arrangem~nts
Wanielista discussed the re·cycling ~or t~e articles to be buried,
of solid waste the conservation of mcludmg the motor, detergen_ts,
water and electricity, and listed safe colorerl toilet paper and insecticides.
SAUL BELLOW
detergents.
~he turn-out for Earth Day was
Saul Bellow, author who will
Dr. Wanielista spoke out against light.
speak at FTU April 22, has won the the wide use of persistent and
1971 best fiction award for his harmful insecticides: DDT, Endrin,
novel "Mr. Sammler's Planet."
Aldrin, Toxothene, and Heptachlor.
The award was given by the
While Dr. Wanielista was
National Book Awards in New
advocating the production of a
York, and Bellow's novel was
better automobile, students were
unanimously chosen as best fiction.
busy burying an automobile engine.
PEGASUS
It took five men to lift the engine
An FTU student's tape deck and
PAYMENT DEADLINE
into the hole. Cirde-K had approximately 15 tapes were stolen
Students who have made a down originally planned to bury a from his car about noon Wednesday.
payment on their 1971 Pegasus Volkswagen engine, but it was
The incident was reported to
Yearbook must pay the balance by stolen Monday night. Dr. Wanielista Campus Security by a coed who
Friday, March 26. Payment may be remarked that if somebody planned said that she witnessed the theft.
made in the Pegasus office, AD to use it, "it is a good idea for The coed gave the license number
recycling."
120.
and the description of the car .to
officers, who after checking the
information, found that neither
It's In The FuTUre
match e d any of · the vehicles
"South Pacific'! Review ................. .. ... . . .. .page 16
registered on campus.
An FTU Spring Is .............................. .page 14
Security turned the matter over
FTU Coaches Closeup ......................... : .. .page 9
to the Orange County Sheriff's
Department for further
A Springtime fatality (kite in :pine.) brought a pretty good offer for a
New FuT U re Cartoonist .... ...................... ~page 6
t"
·
return of.the kit.e. Any takers? Who knows~ (Photo by.Ed Burton) • "
l:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifi~I ., I q'\'.e~ I ga ti on.

Coed Witness
To Tape Theft

,
1

•

JruUJ11lrt £bitnriats

Nordby' s World

How Important
Is Education? !
The students of FTU and of all the colleges in the state university
system are facing a proposed $15-50 (probably $25) increase in tuition.
We have heard all sides of the money shortage problem and feel the
time has come to quit talking and do something.
FACT - A $15 increase in tl.lition will not begin to solve the
problem. To quote President Millican, "It won't even be a drop in the
bucket4We seriously doubt that even $25 will have an effect.
Placing all other suggestions aside (although we have some) it appears
that the only hope for the continued excellence of the university
system in Florida is a tax increase. It's a dirty word but its the only
source that will provide a substantial increase in funds to make it
worthwhile.
At the risk of sounding melodramatic - here we are, the future of
this state and possibly others. The educational standards of our
universities could conceivably go down because we don't have enough
money.
We pay out tuition· - why should we also have to support the
universities? College for the majority isn't exactly a four-year absence
from life. Many have to work long hours to put themselves through.
What's going to happen when the Legislature decides to tack another 25
to 50 dollars onto tuition? It's going to force many students out of
college. And at the same time big businesses and corporations worth
millions are avoiding having to pay their fair share of taxes. It's sort of
like the old vicious circle that never goes anywhere.
The only answer from our viewpoint is an increase in taxes. After all,
the future of the state could depend on it.

L. J.M.

Don't Make It Too Easy
Student Government is currently debating a bill that · would allow a
student to get the signatures of 5% of the student body and to submit a
constitutional amendment to the Senate. Right now that iwoulg...mean
that 250 students could sign a petition and conceivably have an
amendment passed.
The current requirement of 25% is absurd. On the same token, we
feel that 5% is a little low for something so important.
It is our feeling that the Senate is just asking for trouble with the
figure of 5%. There are too many irrelevant and time-wasting bills now
on the Senate floor. This amendment would only make things worse.
The idea behind the amendment is to allow a student with a gripe or
problem to be able to do something about it without spending half of
his life getting signatures. It is directed toward the un-apathetic,
concerned students. There aren't too many of them around. That type
of student would do the necessary work whether he had to get 10 or
10,000 signatures - if he felt strongly enough about the issue.
We feel that the proposed amendment is missing the point. Why have
an amendment to make something easier when the current channels,
. which are not unreasonable by any means, are not being used? (The
current method of introducing an amendment to the Senate is to either
get a Senator from your college to author it or to get the signatures of
25% of the student body on a petition).
It is doubtful that most students even know the names of their
Senators much less that the Senators are supposed to be the
middle-~an between them and their governing body.
We feel that at le.ast 10% of the student body should be represented
in any reasonable or radical change in the Student Government
Constitution. That might sound high but when this University has
15,000 ·students enrolled, the figure of 1500 will just barely be a fair
·s ampling of opinion. This is the type of problem that requires a look
into the future for an answer. The amendment can't be changed every
year as the enrollment goes up.

L. J.M.

"WELL DAD.

. I TOLD YOU THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT."

lletters mn W4t £bttnr
Reporters Blamed
Dear Editor :
Student Government is well
aware of the many hours Delta Tau
Fraternity, Collegiate Civitan, the
freshman, sophomore, and junior
classes put into FTU's first
Homecoming and that without
their help, Homecoming could not
have evolved. However, the letter
which appeared in last week's
FuTUre from Delta Tau Fraternity
is in slight error.
It proceeded to blame SG for not
publicizing the work and effort by
the various student organizations
who helped organize our
Homecoming. It continued by
absolving the FuTUre of any fault,
which prompted me to write this
letter.
Of the several · articles which
appeared in the FuTUre, reporters
came to me seeking information. I
gave the reporters details of each
activity, the name of the
organization responsible for its
coordination and the president of
said group on all occasions. There is
not proof of this fact other than
my word that the reporter DID
write down the information and
said it would appear in the article. I
have no idea why this information
was omitted.
Whenever and wherever possible,
I gave credit where credit was due. I
will apologize to any organization if
they feel they were slighted, but I
do not feel SG was at fault. I feel
the fault lies with the reporters who
failed to give you credit. All
organizations and persons involved
re cieved letters of appreciation
from SG.
It is a well known fact that
Homecoming cannot be a success
without the work of many
individuals and organizations. This
is a public thank you for those who
need it made public.
Sincerely,
JoAnne Puglisi
Programs Chairman
Student Government
Senate
Ed. Note: Recognition is
some thing that one persons gets
after he had done something
worthy of applause. It is not the
reason or motivation behind doing
something. The FuTUre is not here
to giue credit lines to everyone who
. moves a muscle on this campus. We
are here to report the news of the
university to the student body. We
gave credit when we felt it was
warranted.

The People Spe.a k
Dear Editor:
As brought to our attention on
the day of March 3, by an unknown
guest speaker, we, the engineering
students .occupying the study room
on the second floor of the College
of Engineering, were reminded of
two very neat signs stating:
No Smoking
Food or Drink
This is a no-no, even on hot days. Windows are for looking through in
Permitted
the dorms, not for brea~hing through. Sorry, but them's the rules.
In This Area

We, t he students, have for the campus - is suffering a new low, all
past six months been using this I have to do is to think of young
room for studying, as the room was people like the students who man
designed for, and also using it to the information desk, conduct the
relax during the day instead of campus tours, and help run the
using the nice 11 'x12' foot FTU Village Center - and I have a
refreshment room provided for us. sudden resurgence of relief in the
Of course when we asked our guest good of mankind and the great
speaker why these signs were now future of this country.
being inforced and not for the
Cordially,
previous six months, he explained
Bill Warden
that the janitors just do not have
Director of Public
enough time to take care of such a
Information
big room along with their other
Fair Exhibit Committee
duties.
Coordinator
We, the students, understand
their troubles and with our full
sympathy we hope they can now
have more time to complete their
other jobs.
There only remains one question
CRACKED GLASS
The glass for the cracked pane on
in our minds. If we, the student,
did 'smoke our food' or 'drink' in the third floor of the
this room, which we don't, and if Administration Building has been
the janitors didn't spend all their ordered, but hasn't yet arrived.
time making such nice signs, might
Fred E. Clayton, director of
they not have a few extra minutes physical plant, estimated that the
to dean this room in which we, the glass cracked six to eight weeks ago.
students;-need and want to improve
He explained that the glass was
our studies and in which to relax not cracked by an external force,
for a· short time out of an eight but the break was an
hour day?
expansion-contraction one due to
Signed,
stresses in the glass itself. He said
We the Students
that a sudden change in
Ed. Note: First of all, contrary to temperature may have resulted in
popular belief, the college of the crack.
engineering does not own the
Clayton added that the ..
Engineering Building. Secondly, the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
room in question was designed and will replace the pane without
designated as a study area. charge to the university.
Apparently, the reason that the
signs went up was because the room
was being misused. Lastly, the
janitors do not make the signs; they
were made by Physical Plant. Also,
the OPS funds of Physical Plant .
.
- -:
M
who supplies and pays the janitors Ed1tor- ln-Ch1ef . • . • ... . .. Linda e~e 1
Copy Editor . . . . . . . . . . . Nancy Smith
to clean the room have been cut News Editor .. . . . . Mary Anna Jackson
drastically since last year. In that Sports Editor . . . . . .. . . Duncan Mar~s
time two new buildings were Business Manager .... . .. Henry Popkin
.
Advertising Manager ... . ... James Wald
opened with the same amount of Production Manager . .... John Gordon
manpower doing all of the custodial Classifieds Manager .. . ... Heriry Popkin
work. It has been determined by Circulation Manager ....;. :fo.nry Popkin
· I Pl a1n
.:....,,. · th at eac h Janz
· "t or zs
· Cartoonists
· .... . . .. . .. . . Jim Nordby, ~
Ph yszca
Rick Rabon
presently doing the work of a man , Art Critic . . . .. . . . .. . .. Grace Kehrer
and a half.
1Music Critic ... . .. . ... Davi d Boelzn~r

Students Praised
Dear Editor:
Before I forget to d o so, please
accept my personal thanks for the
fine assist to the FTU student tour
guides and our Central Florida Fair
exhibit committee which helped
make the 1971 FTU exhibit the
best yet .
This is the f ourt h year FTU h as
had an exhibit at the Central
Florida Fair; this was the first year
that it was designed built and
·
'
generally speaking
- manned
·
d
W h
h d
entirely by stu ents. e ave a a
great many very favorable
comments from the community
concerning this effort on the part
.
of a handful of dedicated,
imaginative young people. I regret
that more members of our FTU
·
·
k
· h
community did not ta e part m t e
preparation and operation of the
exhibit. ·
Whenever my overall view of
human nature
on or off the

Theatre Critic . . . . . . . . . . . T i m Tumlin
Photo Editor .... . • . ... Chuch Sei"thel
Photographers . , .. . . .•... Ed Burton
Jon
F indell, Steve Heitzner , Jim
Lehman.
Sports Staff . . . .. . ... . .. Mike Crites,
John Gordon, Larry Mccorkle.
Staff Typist . . .. . : . . . . . . Dorie Baker
Reporters · · · · · · · · · · · · ·David Bryant,
Mike Crite& , Weber Ivy , Tim Tumlin,
Beth Weilenman , Robert Wishoff .
Columnists . . . . . . . .... Bill Castellano ,
Al Fickett , Craig Morehouse, Nancy
Smith , Tim Tumlin.
Advisor .... . .... . ... Todd B. Persons
The "FuTUre" is the weekly
newspaper of Florida Technologica l
Univers ity at Orlando, Florida, The
Fu TU re is ~~bl ished by . President _
Charles N . Miiiican and written and

-·

.

edited by and for the students at Florida
Technological University.
The editorial opinions expressed ~re
those of the staff and not necessar!IY
tho~e. of. the university or its
admrn1strat1on.
The FuTUre reserves the right to
refuse to print any letters which are
submitted. All letters must bear the full
name and address of the person (or
persons) submitting them. Names will be
withheld on request. Address all letters
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.
Entered as second class matter at the
Post Office at Orlando, Florida.
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FuTUre's Friday Girl

FTU foundation

Gets 133 Acres
The FTU Foundation officially
received the title to a 133-acre tract
of land, located near the FTU
campus, this week. One of the
stipulations of the gift was that the
land be used only for agricultural,
educational, or recreational
purposes.
No official price has been put on
the gift but it has been said to be
worth approximately $100,000.
The land is located in what is now
considered prime territory,
somewhere behind the University
Hylands apartments and off Florida
Tech Blvd. All land around FTU is
now going for high prices. Despite
efforts to restrict commercial
enterprises in the area through
zoning laws, plans are being drawn
up for many apartment complexes_
all around the university.

This pretty 21 year-old 'is kept on the go with either her Greek
participation, her love for the beach, or in concentrating o~ getting her
degree so she can work with children. Lyn Ferris, a senior majoring in
Sociology, is a founding sister of Tri-K as well as a little sister for those
lucky boys in ATO. If you can't find her at the beach during her leisure
hours it only means that she's probably enjoying another of her favorite

According to Mr. Philip Uoree,
vice president for Business Affairs,
the Foundation has been expecting
the gift for about four years.
However, there are no plans for its
usage by FTU at this time. The land
is now inaccessible. "Don't think
this is prime land ready to be built
upon. It's full of trees and is almost
all muckland." One FTU official
said that he would like to see a
recreational center for faculty and
staff members built there, but that
he seriously doubted that that
would happen.
Goree said that as far as he
knows it may be used now for
ecological studies since it is a good
representation of a swamp. He also
said that in the future he expects
more facilities to be built on the

Ah, ha! Caught this ruthlessly destructive student in the act of
playing Samson with part of a wall behind the Engineering Building.
,
Actually, it s Randy Drake, not Samson, and the damage was already
done some time ago by a delivery truck. The interesting thing, from an
engineering standpoint, is the neat way the section of the wall was .
shoved backward without breaking. Any explanations? (Photo by
Chuck Seithel).

senate Hears Debate

---------~~VJ-~r~--=n~---=-~:tal=-=-!c::..:...:.:\~~:..:..:..:~::...__.s_of_t..............
h•

_Pas_tim_es-_par_tie_s.

Disney World

HOSTESS
You're invited to explore
exciting career opportunities
on a part or full time basis
The ·world's .largest and most exciting vacation complex, opening in October 1971, is selecting an elite
corps of girls now for Preview Center Hostesses.
More Hostesses will be needed later as the opening
draws near. Special Hostess train·ing and sharp,
modern costumes help you present the magic of this
soon to be opened "vacation kingdom of the world"
with style and congeniality.
· Opportunities are open for full time careers as well
as part time employment. These part time positions
are ideal for college students. Hostesses earn good
pay and enjoy a generous benefit program.
If you meet the following qualifications, please
apply in person.
• Personable, like to work with people
• Must be at least 18 years old
• Attractive, neat, and well-groomed
• Enthusiastic, natural personality
• Intelligent - foreign languages a plus
• Flexible work schedule - must furnish your
own transportation
·
APPLY IN PERSON. From Interstate 4 drive north on
Highway 535. Interview office is located directly north of
Stuckey's and is open from 8 l~ 5 Monday through Friday.

Walli 1!)1sney World©
"The Vacation Kingdom of the World"

An equal opportunity employer

Over Petition Issue

A m<?ve to limit the required number of student signatures on a
petition presented to the Senate for consideration was amended and·
passed its first reading at the SG Senate meeting of March 9. The bill was
originally designed to decrease the current requirement to 50 signatures.
At the present time constitutional
amendments presented to the allow it to be presented for first
Senate require the signature of 25o/~ reading. The vote was 7 yes, 12 no
of the student body.
and 6 abstentions.
Senator John Brooks, author of
The FuTUre spoke with Fred
the amendment, changed his Daniels, a one-man movement to
original bill to read 5% of the present the student body with a
student body which passed the chance to abolish SG concerning
Senate by a vote of 14 yes, 10 no the failure of the bill. He said "I
and 1 abstention.
think the very nature of the Senate
The bill stirred up quite a bit of proceedings justifies the
controversy among Senate amendment's validity in their (the
members. Many felt that neither 50 Senate's) failure to even obtain the
signatures nor 5% were large majority necessary to consider a
enough percentages to warrant change in the Constitution.
The FuTUre also spoke with
Senate discussion and time. Brooks
first amended the bill from 50 to Senator John Brooks, author of the
250 necessary signatures which also amendments, who said "The fact
that the Senate failed to even
met with Senate disapproval.
Senator Paul Gougleman pointed consider a bill quite surprised me in .
out that a large cross section of the that the Senate seems to have no
student body should be represented trust in its Senators."
The first reading of bills for the
in a petition.
Brooks stated that the amount SG approval of the FTU Aqua
could be changed as the enrollment Knights and the Sociology Club
were heard by the Senate. Senator
of FTU grows.
Senator Dan Scott spoke in favor Gougleman was the author of both
of at least 25% student body bills. He explained to the Senate
representation on a petition. "It that the Aqua Knights, a scuba
seems to me that we should stay diving organization, has a
with 25% of the student body until membership requirement of
a majority of the students show certification by an accredited scuba ·
interest in having an amendment diving school, therefore
passed - not by one individual who necessitating membership
gets a half-page spread in the limitations.
·OI
FuTUre. I'm not attacking the man;
The Martin Sports Car Club will
I'm attacking the devices used,"
hold the Shamrock Special
stated Scott.
Fun-Khana
on March 14 at the
Discussion ended with Brook's
amendment being passed. The bill Martin Co., Bldg. parking lot. Cost
'Will be voted on at the March 30 is $3 .50. Registration begins at
10:30 a.m., the event at 10 noon.
·sa meeting.
In -other SG action a The Fun-Khana is a driver-navigator
constitutional amendment event. MSCC Classes, special classed
con c e .r ning the ra ti fie a ti on for T types . Trophies will be
procedures of amendments did not awarded. Many FTU students and
receive the necessary 2/3 vote to faculty members belong to the
club.

Featuring .•..
A Complete Line of
*Tape Decks· Tapes
*One Vear Warranty
* Speakers and Accessories
Also · Complete Service
And Installation

Belle Wood Model -1100

- SPECiAL OFFER

Stereo Auto Tape Player only
WtTH TWO SPEAKERS INSTALLED
- WITH THIS AD -

.rm A 21!1'!: o

$69 9"

-.
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Africa Presented by HFuiiilet
By Beth Weilenman

Primitive peoples have more to - artifacts . "Businessmen see only acquaint the audience with the
offer the civilized world than with dollar signs," he said. Hallet Pygmies on an individual basis,
civilization · has to give to them, added that African animals are instead of seeing them as a distant
according to Jean-Pierre Hallet, being hunted and poached tribe. He showed how the Pygmies
who was in Africa for 12 years with . indiscriminately, and even the ·had other physical differences from
the Belgian Ministry of Colonies. licensed hunts endanger animals the other African peoples, as well as
Hallet . still visits the continent since new governments authorize so cultural differences ranging from
monogamy to the string cat's-cradle
several months out of each year,. many of them.
visiting the Pygmy tribes of which
he has been made a member.
Hallet spoke to about , 100
students last Tuesday in the Science
Auditorium. A person who can
speak almost casually about
battling a 450-pound lion, he has
difficulty persuading politicians and
businessmen to preserve endangered
animals and men. In his
question-answer session, which
unlike most presentations, preceded
his slides, he explained that Africa
is only one-fifth forest, one fifth of
which is jungle.
His acceptance by the Pygmies
was partially because of his
philosophy of trying to
communicate with members of a
foreign culture in order to
understand them. He said he was
concerned with the survival of the
Pygmies, who cannot live outside
their forest environment. Their land
within the Congo is being overtaken
by civilization. Since there is no
leader for the remote tribes, Hallet
has become their u"nofficial
spokesman. Hallet admires their
simple culture, which is close to the
environment with simple tools and
no distractions. "If people like the
Pygmy love their children, respect
their elderly, and do not kill each
other, they should not be called
'savage' by us," Hallet said.
When asked about black African
culture, Hallet said that until 500
years ago, the culture was basic,
with no domesticated animals, and
cannibalism was practiced. With the
first impact of missionaries and
Jean-Pierre Hallet is a pigmy with a weight problem. Actually this
colonists, cannibalism was 6-foot, five-inch adventurer is an honorary pigmy, as he tells an
outlawed, work was created, and
t he people who were not creating audience in the Science Auditorium this week. He was sponsored by the
products became consumers. Even Village Cen~r. (Photo by Chuck Seithel).
under colonialism, the peoples of __
After the questions, Hallet game.
Africa lived a peaceful, quiet life
His last slide was the only posed
until different political views showed slides of the Pygmy people.
encouraged independence . Most of the slides he took himself. picture. It was of a boy with the
Currently, the fate of the black They showed smiling people, words "the end" painted on his
_Afircan is about the same as under children, adults, hunters and back. The words were painted by a
colonialism, but there is no paternal housebuilders. A repeated theme Pygmy man, using a chalk paint
feeling about the government. was mother and child - "Here is a often used by his tribe in marriage
Hallet believes that no government mother holding her child. Doesn't . and funeral ceremonies. Hallet later
the child .look as if he was made to said the words symbolized not only
is best for Africa.
Hallet's plan for a Congoland, fit in her lap?" He also showed the end of the speech, but the end
USA, is being delayed because he many slides of individuals or small of these people, who can only
wants a natural environment with groups of people together, as if to survive in the dark forest of Africa.
no vending machines as a sanctuary
for African animals and a cultural
center for the . prese.rvation of
African dances, customs and

Does Anyone Really, Read
Those SG 'Suggestions'?

1

Campus
~Glances
PREREGISTRATION HELP
During last week's preregistration
the programming staff of the
Florida Board of Regents and
student assjstants from the
University of Florida Computer
Center aided FTU personnel in
handling any problems that arose.
The BoR and U of F people also
helped train FTU personnel in the
operation of the computer
terminals.
-oFACULTY TALENT?
The Village Center Talent show is
being opened to faculty members
who wish to perform. Faculty and
administration who are
non-professionals with a talent or
interesting hobby are asked to
contact Linda Eastman of the
Village Center before April 20 for
auditions.

~ . Glances

Flowers For All Occasions
CHECK ON OUR WEDDING SPECIALS

Show Quality ~rchids from Our Nurseries

Corsages
$5.00
$8.50 and up

277-5882

Gloxenias
Mum Plants

$3.50
$3.50

THE

Model 18-15
Regular $395
Less trade-in $100*

Only

$295.*

A compact calculator
unmatched on the market in
capacity and quality at its
price. Only 6" wide, 4.2 lbs.
light. Yet it has 12-digit
capacity' for your biggest
problems. Adds, subtracts,
multiplies and divides. Does
chain multiplication and
division. Instantly! Silently!
Easy-to-read display, credit
balance indicator, over-flow
warning, fixed decimal
control. The kind of quality
NCR is known for is built in
to give years of accurate
dependable figuring.

PAY YOUR FEES!
STUDENTS ARE REMINDED
THAT THEIR REGISTRATION
WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS
TUITION AND FEES ARE PAID
BY MARCH 19.
Failure to make payment by
March 19 will result in the
cancellation of students' advanced
registration. Students whose
registrations are cancelled must
then register during the usual
registration period beginning March
24.
-o-

LIBRARY BOOKS DUE
All library books checked out to
students, faculty, and staff for
winter quarter will be due on or
before March 19 . Students are
requested to return all materials on
or before the due date.
Students may borrow books
during the quarter break upon
presentation of class schedules.

Model 18-12
Regular $495
less trade-in $100*

HTC Recruits Play
'Typical' Students
In search of a "typical" campus
scene, film makers from the Naval
Training Center Office of Public
Affairs aroused little attention
among students last Friday as they
filmed four students on the FTU
campus. TID!h- ·~divities became
more interesting when someone
complained that one of the
".students" acting admitted that he
was in the Navy.
No one at FTU knew what the
camera crew was doing; officials
could only say that the Navy had
properly asked permission to film
on campus and that it was granted.
After a long search, the director
of the film was finally located ..at
the Off ice of Public Affairs at the
Naval Trainin~ Center. He said that
the persons being filmed were
indeed Naval · trainees but that it
was necessary to use Navy
personnel in the movie. He
explained that the film, entitled
"The Orlando Story" will show
Naval trainees, before their
induction, as college students and
after their induction into the Navy
as they go through basic training.
The whole idea is to show the
college atmosphere at the Na val
Training Center. The director also
said that two of the four subjects
were not from Florida.

NOTICE

e

GO TO EITHER£LOTHES HORSE STORE
AND ASK ABOUT THIS GREAT PLAN.

Order Now for Easter

dis play calculator

DEBATE
JUDGES NEEDED
Three hundred debate judges are
needed for a state-wide high school
tourney to be held at Colonial High
School March 25 through 27.
Events to be judged include
extemporaneol!s speaking, oratory,
dramatic interpretation, and
debate. Judges with public speaking
experience are preferred, but
judging clinics will be held before
each event.
The times for the debates are
March 25, 6:30-9 :30 pm; March 26,
8:30 am - noon, 2-4:30 pm, and 6-9
pm; and March 27, 8 am - noon.
Judges may serve at any or all of
these times.
Students interested in
volunteering to serve as judges may
call Mrs. Butler at Colonial High
School (277-3243) for further
information.
-o-

THE STUDENT BONUS CLUB

Flower Mart

Plants

Campus

Bv Weber Ivy
I like to imagine that in some paneled room somewhere on campus
some Student Government senafor or even the student body president
spends a few minutes every week sorting the week's catch from the
suggestion boxes in the Library Building and the Science Auditorium.
Someone has thought of u s e d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Kleenex, maybe, which the senator
.
or president gin erl d
.
he ?ourses are designed for the mentally
g Y rops mto t
incompetent They teach you
waste basket. Then he begins to ab so1u t e ly no th. mg
· wor thw h'l
read
1 e. ,,
''Th
f
t ·
b t
h
"Don't be so damn right wing,"
. e . tout? am
ed weLe.nb t e Keep those epithets and essays
Adm 1n1s
ra
ion
an
i
rary
·
· Stu d en t
Build' g 100 k lik ,
, If
commg,
so th a t someone m
'tin hs
s
e crap.f
you Government knows your political
d on
1
ave any pans
or the ·
b
be ut'f" f
f th· b k
.
VIews, prose, grammar, voca ulary,
a .1 ica ion o
is ro en piece syntax, and helpful suggestions.
of pipe may I suggest that you Deposit in the box of your choice
make some. How about a giant without fail
statue of Pegasus reaching for the ~~~~~·===~~=""""""'"""""~
stars or something? A rainbow
Campus Glances
sprinkler head would look better
than what's out there now."
"How about a sign on each door
GRADUATION FORMS
.
of all classroom buildings reminding
All students interested . m
students to turn their car lights off?
This morning I noticed at least 20 graduating at the end of sprmg
quarter must have completed an
cars with the lights still on."
"If Jane Fonda must be paid as Intent to Graduate card. at the
registrar's office before Apnl 6.
much as one cent to come here she should not come. If Jane Fonda
wants nothing to come here - she
should come. If $1,630 is needed to
bring Miss Fonda here - keep her
worth of clothes FREE .....
off the campus. She is welcome if
there is no monetary consideration.
Just for being a Clothes Horse customer.
Besides, there aren't any Indians
here, anyway!"
" ... P.S. These education

e

Small Wonder
4. 2 lbs. 12-digit

~tl&Jd&I

HWY. 436 AT ALOMA AVE. • WINTER t"ARK
CONWAY CENTER • ORLANDO

..

You don't have to be a trained
operator to get answers from
the NCR 18-12. Enter a
problem into a keyboard the
way you write it. All you need
enter on the keyboard is
2x3+10-2=. Instantly your
answer is displayed: 8. Move
up to the silence, speed and
performance of a new NCR
answer machine.

NCR
Model 18-1
Regular $750
Less trade-in $255*
1

Only

$495 *

Before you buy an electronic
calculator be sure to see the
new NCR 18. It's computer
fast. Absolutely silent. Cuts
calculating time in
milliseconds. And gives you
the quality and dependability
NCR products are known for.
Phone today for a
demonstration.
*Trade in your old typewriter,
adding machine, office
machine - just so it will work.
If you don't have a trade-in
you can buy one from our
used machine department for
as little as $10.

"''" . . . george stuart
_PhoJJe_:

241-~431.

133 EAST ROBINSON
DOW~TOWN ORl;ANDO

~
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Daring Dee's
·Dash For Dimes

They call it the March of Dimes.
In Dee Hershberger's case, it should be the Dash
For Dimes.
Dee, a vivacious FTU sophomore beat the men, all
FTU students and nearly whupped the Boone High
School track team in a mad dash for charity last
weekend around Orange County.
Students, adults and everyone who wanted to try
participated in the 20-mile walk around the county.
Most of them represented individuals and
qrganizations that. had pledged certain amounts of
money for each mile the participant walked.
More than 150 hoofers from FTU participated,
helping swell the final total collected to more than
$48,000, far more than was gathered during a similar
march in the Miami area.
Among the FTU walkers was Dee.
She had signed up an arm's length list of people and
companies to sponsor her. She wore the names on her
back during the walk.
"I looked like one of these road-racing sport's cars
with the stickers all over me," Dee chuckled.
Dee trained for two weeks before the event,
running two miles a day ("I can make two miles in
about 15 or 20 minutes", she said.
The morning of the mareh, Dee was on the starting
line early, complete with uniform and weighed by
sponsor stickers.
She roared off at 7 am from the Orange Avenue
starting line.
"I got a jump on the Boone Track Team which was
standing around waiting for publicity pictures."
She ran the first two miles, reaching the first check
point first. Then she ran the second two miles.
"I was way ahead, but I got held up at SR 436,"
Dee explained.
"The Highway Patrol had closed the road because
of the smoke from the fires out that way. I had to
stand there while the Boone guys caught up with
me."
When the smoke cleared, the Boone boys ran a
mean anchor leg, but Dee kept up.
"One fellow wound up with some pulled leg
muscles trying to keep up with me." she clucked.
Dee herself suffered a sprained knee during the
final dash for the finish line. But she still made the 20
miles in a little more than four hours.
She was the first woman to cross the line, the first
FTU 'Student over and she was beaten only by - you
guessed it - the Boone track team.
Dee made $320 for the MofD campaign, a figure
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a:th
on the injured knee collecting the funds pledged to I
her.
I
Even with the taped limb, Dee Hershberger is still I
moving faster than most of us.
•

i

I
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Corps of Engineers, Canal Blasted
~
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DISAPPEARING LICENSES
Elevator licenses keep
disappearing, and if an elevator
inspector finds an elevator car
operating without the authorizing
card., the inspector may order the
elevator car locked.
The licenses are the printed cards
placed inside the elevator car,
stating the capacity of the elevator,

the location of the elevator, and the
approval by the state for the
operation of the ele\Jator. The
Environmental Information 1J1rec-·
current licenses have the picture of tor Willi~m Partington spoke in a
former Go-v ernor: c1aude Kirk.
~cience lJ?- Human Aff~irs Seminar
Fred .... Clayton, Director of 1!1 the s.c1enche ~ud1ltor~umll Tuclesday
Physical Plant, said that the conc~rn~~g t e eco. og1ca Y esremoved licenses are replaced by tructive Cross-FloridaBargeCanal.
duplicates, but that the licenses Partington was granted leav~ from
have been disappearing all year.
his position as Director of the
Florida Audubon Society to work
for a year and a half with the
Florida Defenders of the
Environment beginning in July,
1969. He said that the group
produced the "greatest number of
reports amassed by any group of
citizens on a public works project."
Botanists, ecologists, vetebrate
zoologists, geologists, economists,
and many other ,scientists worked
closelv with the group.

Edgewood
Sports
Center
Exclusive Dealer
In Central Florida
For All

White Stag
Swim & Beach Wear

LARGEST INVENTORY
IN FLORIDA
FEATURING THE TRIKINI
AS WELL AS A
COMPLETE LINE OF
SWIM SUITS & BEACH WEAR

"MOST DAMAGE"
The proposed canal begins near
Palatka in the area of the St. John'
River, runs past Silver Springs and
Ocala, and enters the Gulf of
Mexico near Yankeetown.
Partington explained that the most
destruction would occur at the
Summit Pool in the Oklawaha
Valley where the canal was planned
to be 60 to 80 feet deep, going 20
feet below the aquifer. This are_a is
the major water supply for Flonda,
and the canal would create a severe
problem.

"TERRIBLE MESS"
Logs were piled in two-story piles
and burnt by the Corps, according
to Partington. "The whole thing
became a terrible mess." The Corps
stated that there would be no
immediate growth of water weeds
following the flooding. Partington
stated, "The water weeds did not
read the Corps' document."
Due to "potentially serious
environmental effects," President
Nixon halted construction of the
Florida Barge Canal. Partington
says that the President deserves
much gratitude for his decision.
A problem exists of repaying the
counties for the burden of taxes
caused by the project. Partington
claimed that the people were told
by the Army Corps of Engineers
that the canal was "the answer to
all their problems, no matter what
they were."

Partington said that the Corps of
Engineers based their land buying
on "Land enhancement." This
involved the destruction of the
natural surround of the land to
"The Environmental Impact of make the land worth more money
the Cross-Florida Barge Canal" was due to the digging of the canal.
"There is nobody in the Corps of
issued by the Defenders in March of
1970. The report was given to the Engineers we hate, though we
SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the dis agree with them violently,"
Partington suggests turning much
remarked
Partington.
His
lecture
Florida Canal Authority, canal
of the land over to the U.S . Forest
construction firms, the Department included color slides showing the Service to solve the tax problem.
of National Resources, the ruination of land by the 309-ton This would suggest inter-agency
Department of the Interior, the crusher. the "Monster."
fighting between the Corps and the
President's Council on
' U . S. Forest Service . Partington
Environmental Quality , the
Partington pointe'd to the killing commented, "You just don't do
National Wildlife Commission, and of 13,000 acres . of trees by this, you're a bureaucrat:"
·
every conservation organization tlooding. "They grew bumper crops
Partington urges . that the
interested.
of water weeds the first year," reservoir be immediately pulled
Partington criticized the Corps. The down to save some live seeds still
The cost of the conservation
total cost of the Florida Barge remaining. Reforestation will be
document was $5,000. Without the
Canal, listed originally at $44 expensive and lengthy.
help of concerned s~ientists
million, became $201.5 mil1ion,
The Florida Defenders of the
research would have cost $150,000.
$60 million already spent.
Environment summarized the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tuation: ''Most of the Oklawaha
regional ecosystem is still
unimpaired and it is the only large
wild area remaining that supports
J'Hang Ten on the Wind"
the full spectrum of plant and
animal life native to north-central
TEMPORARILY OUT OF STOCK
Florida. Destruction of this unique
... but come in and see our display model
natural region by the proposed
and 15 minute film on this new exciting
canal is unjustified and hopelessly
sport. Fridays 4-8 pm.
uneconomic in terms of long-run
social needs."
Volunteer help is requested by
the Environmental Information
Center on 935 Orange Avenue in
111 EAST PINE,
(2 blocks south of Library)
ORLANDO ·Winter Park. All interested students

Surfboards with Sails

Postgraduate Shop

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,Measkedtocall644-5377.
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·~ S\NCE YOU NEED A NEW \MAGE, ·~PlRO,
la THOUa-IT PERHAPS••••

A. new Day is coming next quarter. He's Bill Day, a political
cartoonist for the Florida State U.
FTU. Bill is syndicated in about 10
the country, but he will
sometimes biting efforfs in the

. Newspaper who has transferred to
university newspapers throughout
concentrate his expertly drawn,
FuTUre.

Constitutional Amendment
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE BILL NO. 3-57
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CONCERNING
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS ELECTION TIME.

Be it resolved that Article III, Section 3, Subsection E of the
Constitution of the Student Body of Florida Technological University
be amended in the following manner: The words "Within the first thre·i:
weeks of May, shall assume office within one week of certification of
election" shall be stricken. In their place shall be the -words "the last
Thursday and Friday in April." They shall assume office three weeks
after certification of election." The amended subsection shall read:
"The President and the Vice President of the Student Body shall be
elected the last Thursday and Friday in April."
The shall assume office three weeks after certification of election and
· shall serve until the new officers assume office the following Spring
Term.
Submitted by
Senator Bill Lawson
College of Educa_tion

Make It

FTU Federal Credit Union

BIG

Is Ready For Business
The FTU Federal Credit Union is off and running after memb.e rs.
At a meeting of the CU Board of Directors this week, it was decided
that a. charter membership campagin wiH get underway over the next
month.
University permanent employees - staff and faculty - can join by
depositing a dollar for membership
and $5 for a single share to become getting the FTU Credit Union
eligible for the full benefits of the
organization. All deposits will be
covered by dollar for dollar
insurance up to $20,000.00 with
the F.D.l.C., and each member wilt
receive dollar for dollar life
insurance up to $2,000.00.
CU President, Dr. Eugene Teeple,
noted that a special charter member
card may be available· for those who
sign up during the month-long
drive-. "We aren't too sure what the
card will look like, but feel it's a
little incentive." Dr. Teeple agreed
that human nature being what it is,
most people like to have
"something to show they l :long."

chartered,, and who serves as
treasurer of the new orgaQization,
issued a call for help from FTU
employees who are interested in
helping to man the Admin. Building
office during the sing-up period.
"The welcome mat is out," Beti
exclaimed. "We want to make this a
really big thing. The more help the
better," she said.

Campus
~ Glan,es
An exhibit by the reknowned
artist, Juan Miro, will be on display
in the library lobby March 15-26.
The show will include lithographs
by this modern surrealist, as well as
prints from the collection of Steve
Lotz, FTU art professor. In the
glass cases next to the exhibit will
be a pictorial display that will trace
the development of printing as an

Office hours for the me e 1bership
drive will be posted on the door of
the Credit Union office - Room
349, Administration Building. It is
hoped the office can be open from
8 :30 to 1 :00 all of next week.
Members of the Board of Directors
will be on hand to assist their
fellow FTUers in joining and to
explain the payroll deduction plan·
that will be implemented for
savings · and, eventually, for the
repaying of loans.
Under rules laid :: down by the
Credit Union National Association,
; which , · ... nding its time and talents
toward l · . :ng the FTU version off
the ground, J. limit of $200 will be
put on any signature loan during
the initial stages of operation. Once
more members join the fold, and
more funds become available, large·
Pres'.:~o:: :--t Charles Millican signs up as first charter member of new
loans will be made.
Be ti Bunnell, of Information FTU Crea"' Union as Dr. Eugene Teeple, president and Beti Bunnell,
~stems, who was instrumental in treasurer, look on. (Photo by Chuck Seithel.)

with a passbook savings account
- earning interest - compounded
daily. You earn money on the money
you've earned and you still have all
the earnings and the principal anytime you wish I

, 5 % per annum
Compounded
daily

6rst

tederal
ol
.

WYings &lo.n

seiliinole
cony

MAIN OFFICE: 312 W. FIRST ST., SANFORD, FLA.
BRANCH OFFICE:
OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER, OVIEDO, FLA.
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This week's question is: "Should a university administration
regulate the selection of off-campus speakers, or should the selection be
left up to the sponsoring campus organizations?"

The ViewsAre Two
By CRAIG MOREHOUSE
It would be fun to treat this week's question like a
Pantry Pride commercial and answer simply, "Yes."
That would sound very positive and woo.Id have the
added advantage of not meaning anything at all .
Unfortunately, the question, as stated, has that
advantage also, so we would find ourselves plodding
down a nowhere trail.
Only ifl rewording the question and changing it to
propositions would we reveal our answer. A
conservative might well want to say this: The
university administration should retain only veto
powers; selection of speakers under university
auspices should be left unfettered to the greatest
possible degree.
A campus is a proving ground for intellectual
interchange as well as for instrl,lction . People and
ideas are allowed to flow and interact. The real goal
of education is_ to enable students to make choices
amidst the f]ow of ideas, for when we make a series
of choices well, we grow, we progress, we learn to
adapt ourselves to life or life to ourselves, as we see
fit.
Having options, taking stands, making choices, all
are names of freedom. If we have no options, we can
make no decisions, and_ education without
decision-making is known by another and far uglier
name: indoctrination.
Freedom of choice is, then, a precept that the
curators of a university should keep uppermost in
mind. The fostering of an open intellectual
environment is the reason that the administration's
"regulating" of a secondary affair such as the
selection of off-campus speakers should be kept to a
minimum.
This does not mean it is to be eliminated, however,
for there is more to a university than its discussions.
Safety for the students, preservation of its property,
obligations to its backers, and its very reputation
must be kept secure. Otherwise, it will not endure;
and if it does not provide safety for its students, will
not keep its property intact, welshes on its
agreements, and develops a shoddy reputation, why
should it endure?
·

Even so, academic freedom is not another factor,
e,>pposed to or included in the above liSt. It is the
result of all the others being handled judiciously and
trained on the goal of freedom.
Those in the position of weighing one factor against
the 'others must have final authority. They have the
most information and training. They also have the
responsibility. Their reputations are on the firing line,
so as the university fails, so do they.
Thus, the theory: freedom of the intellect is to be
desired and promoted. If serious conflict result.c::,
decisions must be ultimately left to those charged
with the responsibility to care for and feed the
university. How this is worked out depends on the
individuals involved.
Not to be content, the conservative squeaks in with
still another point: State universities exist on tax
money, which rightfully belongs to the people. Their
interests must be in some way respected. It seems
somewhat unjust to take a man's money and then
ignore him or hurt him.
A concrete example: many people ih Central
Florida are veterans of the war against Facism in
Europe. They risked their lives trying to contain its
great threat. Suppose a university organization were
to invite George Lincoln Rockwell (were he still alive)
to speak on behalf of his American Nazi Party, and
the community objected vehemently. The
administrator must weigh his obligations between the
wishes of the community, without whose money the
university wouldn't even eXist, and the desirable goal
of free interplay of ideas. There is no pat solution in·
this case .
However, if this were an independently supported
institution where all money was voluntarily given,
then the conservative would say, invite anyone you
darn well please and take your own risk. The private
school must risk financial failure an·d is subject to the
decisions of the marketplace. On the other hand, The
State of Florida is not about to go broke, so the State
university should be constantly aware of its
obligations to the people as well as to its students.
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It's That Time Again
Reprinted from MAD Magazine
Along the perilous road that runs from Matriculation to Graduation,
every student must pass through a Valley of Despair called a Final
Exam. Emerging successfully insures a future filled with big important
jobs, small worries, and girls that are just the right size. Failing insures a
future filled with big inferiority complexes, small welfare checks and
Army uniforms that are never the right size.
At first glance, a Final Exam appears to be nothing more than a few
hundred' questions, all carefully worded to be vague and then sloppily
mimeographed to be illegible . Actually, a Final Exam is many things. It
is a Third Degree with no safeguards against self-incrimination . It is a
mis-matched Fight with no rest periods between rounds. It is a Stretch
.Lin maximum securitY confinement with no bread and water. It is an
I Inquisition with no chance to confess and be painlessly executed.
I A Final Exam seems to start life as a harmless Quiz that grows into a
I deceptively tame Weekly Test, turns into a snarling Mid-Term, and
I finally reaches maturity as a big, ugly Man-Killer that sneaks up behind
you at the end of each semester. The best that can be said for a Final
I Exam is that it's Democratic. It gives every individuat an equal
I opportunity to show the world he's an idiot.
I There are many traditional ways to prepare for a Final Exam. You
can make such teensy-weensy crib notes that the Proctor will never
I detect them... and you will never decipher them. Or you can memorize
I all the answers to last semester's Final Exam ... which won't fit any of

By BILL CASTELLANO
Id al ' · all
h
h"
k'
.
.
e istic y t e .answer to t 1S wee s question ts campus speakers. However, the actual selection of
YES!
speakers should reside with the organization
I University administrations are responsible to their sponsoring the activity. Only when grave doubts arise,
I governing board for the overall conduct of campus graver than mere controversy, should the
I life. By the same token, the governing board is held administration step in to regulate the activity.
I accountable by the great repressive majority of the
The time has come for administrators and students
citizenry.
to join in a common alliance - that of obtaining
I For all levels of the administration to remain secure control of the universities for the administrators. So
I in their positions it is essential that the individual often the problems of campus life come from I
I university avoid as much controversy as possible. uninformed emotionalism of the general public. The
Therein lies the burden and the glory of education.
1970 ,s are too explosive and too significant to allow 1· this sem.e ster's questions. Or you can stay up all night and cram ... so
I
t
t
I you'll learn everything you'll be too sleepy t~ write about when the
1 games wi"th· e d uca t"ion.
I The burden resides in the fact that avoiding ama eurs 0 Pay
time comes. Or you can go to bed early .. . so you'll be alert enough to
controversy is often nothing more than the stifling of
Agnew summed up the hypocrisy well with the I write everything you might have learned if you'd stayed up all night
I responsible dissent. The glory of the system is that statement, "Every American has a right to disagree I and crammed. •
I the archaic security pnilOrophy has not totalfy with the President of the United States, and to I What many people do not know is that a Finli Exam is cleverly
I destroyed education - at least not yet.
express publicly that disagreement." How interesting, I devised to test much more than the student's mere knowledge of a
I It simply is not satisfactory to preach democracy Mr. Vice President, and how out of character.
subject. It also tests his instinct for Desert Survival by placing the
and at the same time practice repression. Yet many of
Recently, on this campus, one of America's finest ldrinkingfountain "off limits" for the duration . It measure his resistance
I the "not so far right" would have us believe that journalists, Frank Reynolds, was rejected as a campus to Suffocation by trapping him in a windowless, air-tight room with 75
I William Kuntsler, Jane Fonda and Julian Bond are speaker because he was too controversial a figure. other oxygen-breathers. It finds his Breaking Point by forcing him to sit
I dangerous and to be avoided as campus speakers.
That brings to mind the furor that surfaced with the jammed between a rhythmic sniffler and a pathological
I Why the great fear of allowing all sides of an issue VJC sponsored visit of Dr. Joel Fort earlier this knuckle-cracker. And it probes his Self-Control by trapping him in a
being aired? Is it not educational to have all points of month. Fort, an internationally known authority on situation where his only reaction is an urgent need to run out of the
I view open for student anlaysis? The tragedy rests in drug use and abuse, was too controversial for many . room and vomit.
I the fact that the repressive majority sit in front of the Yet his message was powerful and significant in that
I television and cheer as the Nixon-Agnew duo scream he talked the language of those that needed the
The only people who really seem to enjoy Final Exams are the .
the rhetoric of division. They, on the other hand, message most.
Proctors. A Proctor is a person who isn't quite bright enough to be a
I scream vehemently at the thought of giving the
Professor, or who isn't quite dumb enough to be a Student. So re
I "bums," the "effete corps of impudent snobs" and
Administrators can become more responsive to the spends his life supervising Final Exams. He 's the one who makes sure
I those engaged in "the childish screams of the New students when they cease having to play politics with that everybody finishes writing the Test Papers in less time than it took
I Left" equal time .
the parents.
him to pass them out. He's the one who stands by the blackboard,
Perhaps it is too idealistic to answer this week's chalking off 15-minute segments from the original allotted time so
I The real necessity is that the citizens allow the question yes. Yet the question started with "should" you'll know precisely how hopeless the situation is. And he's the one
I governing board to permit the university and the answer to that is YES.
who never wears a facial expression ... but always wears shoes that
I administrations to make THEIR own judgments on
.J squeak.
·
·--------------------------------------For those who survive it a Final Exam is a molder of well-rounded
·
·
individuals who are certain' to flourish in any environment. People who
pass Final Exams feel equally at ease discussing Differential Coefficients
with their neighbors, NewfoundlandFishery Treaties with their mailmen,
the reign of Rameses II with prospective employers, Samoan Burial
Customs with the lady who gives the correct time on the telephone,
and-eventually anything at all with anybody to avoid the monotony
and boredom with themselves.
Unfortunately, many a bright student does poorly on a Final Exam.
That's because he attaches· too much importance to it, and develops a
mental block against it. He fails to realize that he can always skip a
tough question and go on to the next .. He fails to realize that he can
always rely on pure guesswork in the True-False section and probably
score 50%. And he fails to realize that even after he's skipped the tough
questions and relied on guesswork and flunked that Exam, he'll always
have a chance to take another one:
STUDENT
A PRE-INDUCTION PHYSICAL!!
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

Zales-custom
Class Rings

Custom style your ring with the school name,
on the base and with a design or plain setting for the stone.
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone, black onyx,
or a diamond. Oh yes, we'll engrave your 'initials, too.

ZALES
JllWWLIHlS

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.
PINE HILLS
r-ENTER

COLONIAL
21 S .. ORANGE

PLAiA

Warm and
Wonderf
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FTU Lifters Lack $$
Can't Go To Nationals

FTU Beats
Cof 0, 8-1
FTU's tennis Knights advanced
their season record to 2-3 with an
overwhelming 8-1 victory against
the College of Orlando . FTU swept
all six singles matches in a
tournament that lasted almost three
hours here last Monday.
Dr. Lex Wood takes his Knights
to Tampa today to challenge the
University of South Florida in an
attempt to even their record. FTU
battles Stetson University on March
25, instearl of the March 1 7 date
listed on the schedule.
Larry Whitacre remained
undefeated in singles competition
for FTU, 4-0, with a complete
sweep of Orlando's Bot Watts on
consecutive sets of 6-0 . Bruce
B roussard did the same thing for
the Knights over Sandy Legault to
push his season total to 3-0. Ralph
Stone aJso had a 6-0 , 6 -0 victory
against Highlander Butch Winslow.
Don Hodgskin was down 5-1 to
Rollins and FTU go for the ball under the boards in Enyart Alumni
0 rl and o's Bill McGrath before
Field House as the Women's Athletic Association strives to uphold
coming back to register 1 7-5
FTU's honor. The WAA lost to a much stronger Rollins team.
victory in the first set. Hodgskin
shutout McGrath 6 -0 in the second
(Photo. by Randy Drake)
set, and advanced his season slate to
2-1. Jim Kelahar defeated Jerry
Gaines of O.J.C . on sets of 6-2 and
6-1. Kelahar is 2-2 for the season.
With sets of 6-3 and 6-1 Charlie
Herring was victorious over O.J.C.'s
Aaron "The Man" Leavitt.
Stone and Tompkins of FTU
socred sets of 6-2 and 6-3 to
triumph against the Highlanders'
With borrowed uniforms and no name FTU's basketball team began its
doubles team of Leavitt and Watts.
Dave Etzold and Howie ·first i intercollegiate season with an overwhelming victory- over
Vanderwater combined to give FTU Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Ins ti tu te, 111-37. The game was played at
an 8-0 lead in the match with a 6-2, the new Oviedo High School gym on November 17 and featured a
6-0 trouncing of OJC's Legault and broadcast by WFTU radio to the
F TU campus dorms. Six men over Patrick AFB, 97-95. Clark's
Winslow.
"It's a strange feeling!" remarked
lay-up at the buzzer capped a
OJC's Bill McGrath referring to scored in double figures for FTU, 36-point performance and
Orlando's only yictory in the including Rudi Jessee 23, Mike come-from-behind victory for FTU.
tournament. McGrath and Gaines Clark 20, Mike Lalone 17, Pat
Southwestern Georgia University
had just beaten Broussard and Fitzgerald 15, Eddie Smith 1'2, and managed to defeat the Knights on
Poppell with sets of 8-6 and 6-2 in Jim Flanagan 10.
two occasions by scores of 85-76
Jessee, described by Coach Gene and 84-7 2. Clark scored 27 points
the final doubles match of the day.
"Torchy" Clark at the beginning of in the home game, and 28 in
FTU finished on top with an 8-1
the season as "my kind of player .. . Americus, Georgia to lead FTU in
effort.
"The wins were a lot easier than I good scorer, quick, dedicated .. . both games. Jessee had 17 in the
expected - last year we lost to worker - everybody's favorite," led first game, and Flanagan had the
OJC," Dr. Wood remarked. "The the charge in the return match same amount in the second game.
most significant thing about today against Embry-Riddle with 31
Florida Bible College fell victim
is that we have a win streak .. . points. Clark scored 24 toward a to the Kni!!h ts to the tune of
two-in-a-row . .. straight .. . 101-75 triumph at Daytona Beach 116-71, in Miami on December 12.
consecutive ... fantastic!"
on December 2.
Clark spear-headed the attack with
FTU upset Fort Lauderdale 27 points, followed by Jessee with
"I enjoyed playing on Ralph's
team," said Tompkins of FTU, University by a score of 78-77 in 24, and Smith 20. FTU stayed in
after hearing Stone comment on his the second game of the season on South Florida to whip Palm Beach
extreme enjoyment in "slaughtering November 21. The following night Atlantic 78-65 the following night.
people."
they lost a heartbreaker to It was another outstanding
Dr. Wood pointed out the vast Homestead AFB, 113-109, in performance for Clark as he
improvement this year's team is Miami. FTU won the return game registered 30 points.
over the 1970 edition. "I hate to against Fort Lauderdale at Oviedo
FTU won a 99-71 ·decision in a
use the word, but it was a 'routine' by a slim margin of 63-61, behind rematch against Florida Bible. Clark
victory."
20 points by Clark and splendid netted 31, Jessee pitched in 20,
Flanagan had 15, and Bob Jenkins
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r e b o u n d i n g by Lalone.
Mike Clark was named to the contributed 12 points.
All-Tournament team in the
Clark and Smith, hit for 24 and
Savannah, Georgia, tournament 23 points respectively in an 82-78
Thanksgiving weekend. FTU conquest of Greensboro College,
FTUers Comment on
dropped decisions to Charleston North Carolina in St. Petersburg on
The Ali-Frazier Fight
College, 93-87, and Palm Beach December 19. FTU took a 7-4
record to New York for three
Atlantic University, 83-80.
Joe Frazier won a unanimous
FTU's team became the Knights games during the Christmas
15-round decision over Cassisus
and donned new uniforms to crush vacation.
Clay Monday night at Madison
"Top scorer, returning leader...
Square Gardens. Both winner Patrick Air Force Base, 112-7 5, at
Oviedo. Clark tossed in 30 points, great moves - good assist man and loser drew $2.5 million for
and Flanagan hit 18 points to boost smart playmarket," Mike Clark had
the fight. That's about $55,555
FTU's record to 4-3. Later in the proved everything that Coach Clark
per minute for 45 minutes work
season the Knights traveled to said about him to • be true before
15 rounds, three minutes
Satellite Beach to win a cliff-hanger
each .

The FTU Weightlifting Club will the usual lifts.
Currently, FTU's Weightlifting
not participate in the National
Collegiate Meet that will be held in Club consists cf: Bill Delapa, 123
Richmond, Virginia, Saturday weight pound class; Farrel Byrd,
because of the club's financial 132; Kevin Schnur, 148; George
difficulties, according to Regan, 148; Gary Boo, 181; Duane
1
1Weightlifting Club advisor, Mike Siegel, 198; Harvey Newton, 242;
Steve Favis, 242; John Rouse,
Stone.
The Weightlifting Club will use super-heavy; and Mike Stone,
the extra time to train for the State super-heavy weight.
Due to a lack of facilities on
AAU Olympic Championships to be
held April 3, at the Winter Park campus, the team practices at the
YMCA. FTU, Miami Dade-North, Winter Park YMCA. The team
University of Florida, Florida State, members are forced to pay the
and other weightlifting clubs from membership fees and follow the
throughout the state are expected rules of the YMCA, which "quite
obviously" limits the length of their
to participate.
On May 1, FTU will travel to workout, Mike Stone says. And
IFSU to compete in the State AAU Stone also noted that this also
Powerlift Championships. Bench limits the number of potential club
press, dead lift, and squat are the members. The members of the team
three lifts held in this meet. In a hope for a change in the future ,
normal weightlifting meet, the added Stone.
press, snatch, and clean and jerk are

I

Cage Season Winds Up;
FTU Posts 17 -9 Mark

FTU's Aquanauts Scuba Club helped clean out the recently filled
swimming pool. Thanks to the club, the pool will soon be ready to go.
(Photo by St.eve Heitzner).

Sports Shorts
FTU

Mar.

A

I

pr.

Sports Sharts

FuTUre's roving sports
reporters ~hecked the campus
pulse the morning after and
came up with 'these gems:
Steve Cockrell: "It was fixed.
Clay's too good to lose. There
won't be a rematch - Clay is the
real champion."
Ron Page: "Great - that's all.
Frazier is the champ and would
beat Ali in a rematch."
Gail Love: "Great! I wanted
Ali to win. I hope there will be a
rematch. Frazier is the champ he prov.e d it."
Jerry Venture: "Great! I'm
happy- that Frazier won. I
thought Ali would win, though.
Frazier is the champ but there'll
be a rematch."
Randy Drake: ''Clay is all
washed up. Nobody'll sponsor or
give him a place to fight. Frazier
walked all over him."
Steve Barbour: "Frazier was
just too strong for a boxer like
Clay. Since, the fight ended with
a decision there's a good chance
for a rematch. Frazier is now the
champ."
Fred Adkins: "What fight?"

M
ay

..~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~-.....
-

-----·-

.................................
FTU Baseball Schedule
(Continued on page 10)

Mar. 13
Mar. 18
Mar. 19
Mar. 20
Mar. 26 ·
Mar. 27
Mar. 29
Apr. 1
Apr. 3
Apr. 5
Apr. 7
Apr. 12
Apr. 13
Apr. 16
Apr. 19
Apr. 20
Apr. 24
Apr. 29
Apr. 30
May 1
May8

u. 0-f South Florida
Lyndon State College (Vt.)
Atlanta Baptist College
Atlanta Baptist College*
Bethune-Cookman College
Bethune-Cookman College
Fla. Southern College "B"
Brevard C. C.
St. Petersburg J.C.*
Fla. Southern College "B"
Stetson University "B"
St. Petersburg J. C.
Brevard C. C.
Florida Bible College
Santa Fe J. C. *
Santa Fe J. C. *
Fla. Inst. of Technology*
U. of South Florida
Kansas City Royals Academy
Kansas City Royals Academy*
Fla. Inst. of Technology*

*Double Header Games

Tampa
· Tinker
McCracken
Tinker
Daytona
Tinker
Lakeland
Cocoa
St. Pete
Tinker
DeLand
McCracken
McCracken
McCracken
McCracken
Gainesville
McCracken
Tinker
Sarasota
Sarasota
Melbourne

1:30
7:30
7:30
4:00
3:30
7:30
3:00
3:30
12:00
3:30
3:30
3:00
3:00
7:30
4:30
4:30
1:30
7:30
7:30
1:00
1:30

Brevard Community College has
extended an invitation to FTU to
participate in an Intramural Sports
Day. on Tuesday, March 23.
6
Events include golf, bowling,
3 Rollins Junior Varsity
6 archery and table tennis, with both
3 Rollins Varsity
4 Seminole Junior College 5 men and women invited to attend.
Everyone, except for the golfers,
5 Florida Atlantic*
will meet at 9 am March 2 3, at the
BCC gymnasium. The golfers will
8 College of Orlando*
12 AT U. of South Florida
meet at Rocket City Country Club
(2 pm)
at 9 am. All en try forms must be
17 AT Stetson (2 pm)
.received at BCC by March 17. Pick
6 Stetson*
up forms and more information at
8 AT Fla. Atlantic (2 pm)
the FTU Intramural Office.
13 Seminole Junior College*
All those interested in
21 AT College of Orlando
participating in golf and bowling
(2 pm)
must bring money to cover the cost
24 F.I.T. * (9 am)
of the game. Trophies will be given
1 AT F.I.T. (9 am)
out to both team and individual
members.
* home match 2 pm

FTU Tennis Schedule, Results

~

,..

your student body president is paid $500.00 a
quarter
your vice-president gets $400.00
they control a budget running in the tens of
thousands
· and you pay for it so don't bother showing interest in the spring
elections
it's- so much easier for us to spend your money this
way
why should we share it or spend it for your benefit
in fact, why bother to announce the date of the
elections

student government
office of public relations
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FuTUre Hails Tech Sports
Florida colleges.
He coached American League
baseball, Little League, Pony
League and senior boys at his
church. All the teams he was
associated with had excellent
season
records. Besides being a
student at FTU, Pantelias works
part time for the census bureau, the
YMCA and umpires Orlapdo city
League games. He is also the director
helped plan the beginning phases of of the Gamecock Baseball Camp
its physical education program.
· during the Summer months.
"I like to watch basketball but I
Baseball ·
was no good, I was good in football
Directing the FTU "Goldsox" but chickened out because of my
baseball team this spring is Coach size" he added .
JACK PANTELIAS. Coach
Pantelias was born in Brooklyn;

A Close-Up Loolc
At Some Coaches
By JOHN GORDON
Throughout the Winter Quarter,
FTU has been competing in more
sports events than ever before.
Basketball wrapped up a highly
successful 1 7 -9 second season. The
amazing matmen of the wrestling
team recently closed their first
season of wrestling with a three
win, four loss stand plus a number
three ranking in the state .

Wrestling

Assistant Coach John Ellis had
his first look at wrestling at age ten.
At that time he lived in
Pennsylvania where wrestling had
already grown in to a large sport.
His wrestling activities extended to

The Winter Ruarter sports scene
has also witnessed the second year
of tennis, and a third year of
- weightlifting. Golf also began its
debut this past quarter with great
success.

JOHN ELLIS

Tennis.

The success of a college team in
any sport can best be measured by
the leadership of its coaching staff.
The purpose of this column is to
better aqua.int the student with the
driving forces behind the athletic
teams at FTU better known as the
coaching staff.

Gort
RICHARD HUNTER, coach of
the FTU Golf Club had a very
limited chance to play the game
during his teaching days 23 years
ago. At that time, he lived in a
small · community in South Bend,
Indiana where snow covered the
ground a good part of° the year.
According to Hunter, he did not
seriously get involved in golf until
he came to Florida in 1960.
Du ring the time between
1948-1960, Hunter established
physical education programs in
schools throughout Indiana and
Kentucky. His programs set up
baseball, track, and tennis teams in
these schools, along with strong,
intercollegiate basketball teams.
In 1960 Hunter moved to Tampa,
where he joined the coaching staff
at the University of South Florida.
He set up a basketball, as well as an
intramural program for U of SF, which was a small school
comparable in size to FTU.
In 1965, Hunter became the
director of development for the
University of South Florida where
he was able to raise one and a half
million dollars for the college.
Hunter came to FTU in 1968 and

some experience in wrestlin1; .
According t o Ellis, his youngest son
usually w1·estles Coach Gergley's
three year old son during practice.
GERRY GERGLEY began his
wrestling activities in senior high
school while a t tending Kenmore
High School in western New York.
During his undergraduate studies at
'the University of Buffalo, he won
varsity letters as a fullback in
football, a pitcher in baseball, and
as a wrestler in the 191 pound
division. In 1957 Gergley started a
full scale wrestling program at
Buffalo, under the direction of
George King, who is now executive
assistant to the president at FTU.
During his stay at Buffalo, Gergley
receiv!'!d the Gene Hiller Award as
the most outstanding matman
· during the 1958-1959 season.
His family consists Of wife Jackie
(Cornell) and three children, Jerilyn

JACK PANTELIAS
New York and had lived there
throughout his childhood. He began
his sports career when he moved to
the nation's capitol. He earned
seven varsity letters in baseball and
football at Eastern High School in
Washington D.C.
Coach Pantelias played three
years of professional baseball after
his high school years as a pitcher,
then spent three years in the Navy
and eventually came to Central
Florida. He has lived in Orlando for
19 years. Pantelias was a student at
FTU, after he attended other

junior high and high school and
then into the armed services. While
in Spain and Germany he wrestled
in different service companies . Ellis
came to FTU in January of 1970
and found a great need for
wrestling but no sort of club. He
started the wrestling club too late
in the season so was able to enter
his men in only three AAU meets.
Ellis is a Physical Education major
at FTU and plans to coach after
graduation.
Ellis' family consists of his wife
Gloria, oldest son Jeff who is seven
and a half years old, and Gregg who
is four and a half years old. Jeff
placed first at the AAU Regional
Junior Olympic Championship held
in Sarasota after pinning
three of his opponents, He also won
the second place honors in the Fort
Meyer-Lee County YMCA Wrestling
Tournament. Young Gregg has had
~

DR. ALEXANDER WOOD has
coached the FTU Tennis Team
during t he last two se asons of its
existence. He took an interest in
the game of Lennis at the age of five
from his parents.
Wood atte nded high school at
Dale College, South Africa where
he was a boarding student. "Dale
College is an eight year school with
three years of junior high stud~;;;
and five years of classes ~t the high
school level," Wood said . While
attending Dale College, Dr. Wood
was captain of the Lennis team as
well as captain of the all border
province schools in that area. Also
while attending Dale, Wood won
the all around sportsmen award for
his activities in tennis and cricket.
After graduation from high
I
I
school, Wood attended
Johannesburg College of Education
where he received his teaching
certificate. In 1961 he was elected
· the captain of the Border
lnterprovential Tennis Team tha.
became international champions
while Wood was playing for them.
Dr. Wood moved from South
Africa to Florida when he was
invited to teach tennis at Florida
State University in 1962. He
GERALD GERGLEY
coached the FSU tennis team for a
. 7, Jodie 5, and Jeffery 3. Their total of five years before he came
present home is in Casselberry . .
to FTU two years af[o

I

Louis Q0
Volkswagen
Neantst
Authorized Volkswegen O..eer

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Mil• West of F.T.U.

277-7220

"Old Yolks Home"
l971 VW BUS

$3095
1964 FALCON

s595
1969 BUG CONVERTIBLE

$1895
1969 VW BUS

5

2395

1965 CUTLASS HARDTOP

5

1095

1968 VW KOMBI

$1795

"HAffi" AT FTU?-What might appear to be a part of the cast from
the rock opera Hair, is actually a segment of the action taken during an
intramural soccer match. FuTUre staff photographer Jon Findell

snapped this picture as Dwayne Selby and Larry (Zero) Zimmerman of
God's Children take ball from two "23" team members. God's Children
won their last game of the season against "23", 2-0.

Authorized
Dealers For
All U.S. Divers
Equipment
Plus
Name Brands
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

- 24-hr. Air Fill Service
Complete Service 8t ftental ·

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER Inc.
S107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
273-3373
(Across from High)IVSY Patrol Station)

Central Florida's largest Aqua-lung
Dealership & Pro-Shop

Scuba Classes
For Male & Female
START MARCH 29th
All Equipment Furnished
National & International
Certification Offered
For Info Call:
Jim Hollis at 273-3373
Only Master Instructor
In Florida
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By Larry Mccorkle
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The Men's Soccer League "hurried" through the last week of the •
I

season with virtually no surprises as the (ho-hum) usual teams
remain on top of each division.
PAE, with a 5-0-1 record represented the fraternity division in the
I playoffs held Thursday. ATO ended the season in second place as
I their belated bid to overtake PAE fell short. Jim Cleveau's three
• goals against SSX led PAE to a 5-1 victory . PAE also scored an
I impressive 3-1 win over TKE. ATO rallied from an opening game loss
I inflicted by PAE to score victories over KS (4-1), SSX (3-0), and
I TEP ( 3-0). John Speer and Mike Abufaris lead the ATO scoring
• machine while Greg Gavel spearheads the defense. TKE is probably
I the most erratic Greek team, as it has shown flashes of brilliance, but
• just can't quite put it all together.
Fred Carter's two scores paced TKE over TEP. After early season
victories over TEP and LXA, KS cooled off as it was defeated by
ATO and PAE. SSX played PAE and ATO and, needless to say, SSX
lost. In defense of SSX's soccer play they did score one of the three
goals scored against PAE this season.
The Roadrunners or Beulah's Bombers will represent the
Independents, depending on the outcome of their encounter last
Wednesday. In their 6-0 win over Marjory Maine, the Roadrunner's
Don Miller scored five goals, an Intramural season high. Bill Jennings
tallied three assists in that game. Miller also scored the team's only
two goals in the 2-0 win' over GDI. After tying Faculty-Staff 2-2,
GDI bounced back to defeat 23 on the strength of three Jerry
I Brown goals. GDI later broke the Intramural team scoring record as
they demolished Marjory Maine 10-2. Ivan Rosado booted five
scores to equal the Intramural high. To no avail, Marjory Maine
scored two goals to break their previous high of one. God's Children,
sparked by the play of Zero Zimmerman and Duane Selby, scored
!I
two consecutive victories over Marjory Maine (5-0) and Faculty Staff
(2-1). 23's lone victory came over (you guessed it!) Marjory Maine.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tyes beat Tri-K 38-6 as Diana 1Prevatt scored 11 points and Jig
tallied 16. Jig was rumored to be the 7-10 Amazon recruited by the
Tyes to defeat the Immortals. However, Jig failed to show up at the
big game as the Immortals topped the Tyes, 16-9. The Tyes
performed a giant feat in itself, as they limited Immortal hotshots
Karen Mathews and Pam Burke to five points each. Anita Giel;>all's
eight points and Connie Davis' six paced Earl's Bombers over Fideles
by a 15-8 margin.
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WEEKLY INTRAMURAL INDEX
MEN'S SOCCER STANDINGS
Independent
Team
Won
Lost
Beulah's Bombers
4
0
Roadrunners
4
0
2
GDI
3
God's Children
2
2
3
Faculty-Staff
2
23
1
4
Marjory Maine
0
5
Fraternity
PAE
5
o·
ATO
4
1
TKE
4
2
KS
2
3

ssx
LXA

2

1
0
WOMEN'S ,.B.A..$KETBALL
'
·v
5
Tyes
5
Earl's Bombers
3
Tri-K
2
Fideles
0

= TEP
=
I Immortals
•

I
••
I

.._Basketball.

•

(C_o~ti'!ued

0
1
1

·- ----

1

1
0
0

1
0
0
0

3

0

5
5

STANDIN~t?.,.wuw< ~..

0
1

O
1
3
4
7
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People on the go

Flori& Tech
go .BURGER CHEF
It

HWY. 17-92

at Casselberry, Fla..
(across from Seminoll!! Plaza)

Every Wed. Nite
Fam0y Nite

What's our secret? It's open
flame cooking. Each of our

BIG SHEF

100% pure beef hamburgers is .

Coke &French Fries

cooked over open flames,

65c

sealing in all their natural beef
goodness. Treat the family tonight to cook-out hamburgers.

84c Value
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the New York Maritime Academy
game. That game saw him account
for 41 points and FTU took a
runaway win, 103-83. Jessee
contributed 22 points .
A full-court press and
outstanding defenseive play
accounted for a 96-80 triumph over
Rutgers University at Camden of
New Jersey, and an extension of
FTU's win streak to five games.
Clark chalked up 30 points and
Smith tossed in 21.
FTU returned home with a 9-5
slate after dropping a close decision
to New York Cathedral College,
87-85. Clark was the high scorer in
a losing cause with 29 points.
At home on January 6 the
Knights bombed McDill AFB,
102-7 3. Clark tallied 24 points, and
Flanagan, evaluated by Coach Clark
before the season as having "the
heart of a 5-10 man, unusual for a
big man (6-4) ... great desire", put
up 23 points.
New Paltz State College of New
York journeyed to play FTU and
were defeated by a score of 96-88
in College of Orlando's gym on
January 26. Clark registered a
fantastic 35 points, backed by
11
Lalone's 23.
H1G61N0'<, 1 WANi YOO TO <SO tf\/>¥£ AN APPOINTMENi WrTH
McCoy Air Force Base placed all
YOUR COUNSEL~ RIClrtT AWAY, "
five start~rs in double figures in two
come-from-behind conquests of
FTU, 104-97 and 112-93. Clark had
32 points at home, and 30 on the
road .
FTU's Knights soµndly trounced
•1I am a former student of FTU,
Florida Institute of Technology in
and a brother of Tau Epsilon
the first homecoming game by a
Rho fraternity, temporarily
101-7 5 score, avenging an earlier
assigned with the US Army
108-91 loss. Clark displayed skillful
stationed at Ft. Campbell, Ky. It
ball-handling and shooting to excite
has been brought to my
comes originaliy from Balti'more, · · the crowd with 40 points. Smith hit
attention through your Feb. 12
Md. His best time is four
1 7 points in the first half to help
issue that an FTU student, Dario
minutes 25 seconds set on Jan 7.
FTU to a 53-33 halftime advantage,
Angel, claims to hold the title of
So, we members of
finishing with 22. Jessee netted 15,
Clacker Champ of the year with
Headquarters Company would
and Lalone had 12 .
a record of one minute forty-one
like to let it be known to the
The Knights' record stood at a
seconds .
students of FTU that Dario
very respeetable 1 7-9 as the season
Not taking anything away
Angel cannot be claimed Clacker
closed after an 89-67 victory over
from Dario's accomplishment,
Champ for the title belongs to a
Palm
Beach Atlantic. Clark did the
we here at Ft. Camp bell have
Private First Class in the United
finishing touches on ·a remarkable
our own Clackers Champ. His
1
States Army . '
season with 34 points.
name is Anth~ny_ Denicolas, and
PFC Stephen W. Murdock

Clacker Champ
Now ASoldier

•
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FIDEL ES
The Fideles Sorority Pledge Class
gets the nod this week for coming
up with the most imaginative party
idea. The sorority received a letter
last week signed by the Dean of
Women concerning some social
conduct infractions of rules that
the sorority had made. It made it
mandatory that all sisters meet with
the Dean Wednesday night. All
week long everyone was in a daze
wondering what they or the
sorority could possibly have done.
A scared group of girls walked
into the meeting and found their
pledge class waiting with a surprise
party. There was a combination of
screaming and relief when
the truth came out. The pledges
served punch, popcorn, and cookies
and singing and guitar
entertainment was provided by
pledge Sigrid Tidmore.
Fideles Sorority officers were ~
elected Wednesday· at the regular
business meeting. They are:
President, Linda -Mettel; Vice
President, Paula Bamforth;·secretary
Eileen Brennan; Treasurer, Debbie
Mielbrech t; Social Chairman,
Debby Daily; and Rush Chairman,
Mimi Poley. The new officers will
be installed in the near future.
The sorority is planning another
windshield wash at the Winter Park
Drive-In. Hopefully the scheduled
moveis will be of better quality
than last time and there will be a
larger turnout of movie-goers. After
the wash there will be a slumber
party at , sister Paula B amfo rth' s
apartment.
Fideles Social Affiliate Patty
Pfieffer Hawco gave birth to a baby
girl last week. Fideles would like to
congratulate three sisters on their
recent engagements. Jan Lorraine is
engaged to Rocky Santomassino,
Cheryl Oreair to Larry Corey, and
Maurita Norris to Barry
Fi d eles are working hard in
committees toward their eventual
goal of going national. Sisters have
been attending the weekly Monday
night meetings with national
sorority representatives and are
awaiting the reversed rush parties
on March 30.
Fideles are ako getting ready in
the area of organization for the
Panhellenic-sponsored Workshop to
be held Saturday, April 17. The
four FTU sororities will divide into
groups, be presented with
problems, and work together to
come up with a solution.

LXA
Lambda Chi Alpha congratulates
everyone who gave up a day for
needy children and walked for the
March of Dimes, especially those
with the blisters from the 20-mile
walk. The Lambda Chi's had 15
brothers walking and were
sponsored by Morris McClelland,
f h
f b
h T
M Cl ll d
e:_
whom LXA sponsored is still left to
be payed off for navigating the full
20 miles in six hours.
~nnday the Lambda Chi's

~~eer ~rob~~!
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ventured to New Smyrna Beach
with hopes of a beach party.
Fortunately, the skies cleared and
all congregated atop the Smyrna's
"Dune Bowl" which overlooks the
ocean and surrounding area. The
day included a hot dog cookout
and an LXA football dtel. This one
ended with Tim Batchelor and
Laureen Gustafson leading the
Crescent Girk to a score with the
aid of a car driven through the
defense - the only way.
In the are of civic service projects
LXA is planning to take the
orphans of the Orange County
Parental Home to a Minnesota

big brothers at a recent meeting.
The paddles were put to good use weren't they Skadowski?
The Brother-Pledge help night is
coming soon. It promises to be
better than last quarter ...

·AT
. The Delta-. Tau Fraternity at FTU,
under the leadership of its
president, Paul Reynolds,
demonstrated in a unique and
p osi ti ve manner last Saturday.
There were no placards, ch an ts or
slogans in evidence - in _fact, the

,visit "··ith John Smith, the Praetor
of all ,:,: ma Chi's for the Florida
Province." This will be a d y of
planning and gathering more
positive steps toward affiliating
with Sigma Chi. For the Executive
committee, the meeting ti:.1!~ is 9
am Satur.day at the fraternity
hou,;;(;.

.Sunday there was a picnic at
Wekiwa Springs. Although there
was a threat of rain, it turned out
to be a beautiful day of swimming
and wrJks in the woods. Kappa Sig
would like to thank Sigma Sigma
Chi for a good game of football.
Tonight the brothers are planning
another casual party at the house.
On April 1, Sigma Sigma Chi has . Saturday night is reserved for the
plans to meet with the Sigma Chi pledges and the games of Hellnight.
alumni from the Orlando area to The brothers are reminded that the
help their relationship with them. pledges will serve lunch beginning
at noon and will then be back for
They will have dinner at FTU and
the official start of the night at 7
then discuss informally with the pm.
local Sigs plans for going national.
On the upcoming agenda, the KS
pledges will give the brothers a
' party at the home of Pledge Master
Fred Atkins on March 19 in New ·
Smyrna Beach. All brothers, dates,
and little sisters are invited. Also,
KS will be going to Daytona Beach
during the quarter break with many
of the nationals at South Florida
and are staging their second annual
Kappa Sigma lnterfraternity Road
Rally on April 18.
The Little Sisters of KS will from
now on be called the Stardusters,
since, they too, pledge national this
week. The Stardusters' pledging,
according to national, is to be
handled just like a regular pledging
· period of a brother. Everyone is
looking forward to a fun pledge
period by the little sisters.
·

__

_..._

0 Say Can
You See....
By Lee Davies

0 say can you see the pelican?
He lies under that layer of oil.
He's touched in the head
Cause he's mercury fed
·
. .
Getting things off t.o a healthy start in FTU's
Fideles
is aunmg
at 5,000 of the books to exchangt! And he sits on aluminum foil.
"Green Stamps for a Greenhouse,, drive, Mrs. Charles
for the 24'x50' campus greenhouse. Con~ribut.ors O say can you see the pelican?
N. Millican checks one of the books she donated for
may mail stamp books to the FTU Foundation, P.O. He's weeping beneath that foam.
the cause with Paula Bamforth, chairman of the
Box 25,000 Orlando, and watch the greenhouse grow. His young will not be
campaign being sponsored by Fideles Sorority.
Thanks to man's DDT
And construction has taken his home.
Twins baseball game early next only thing that was moved was
0 say can you see the pelican?
approximately four tons of steel
quarter.
He is over beside that junk.
shelving.
His mate is now dead
Nine young men demonstrated a
TEP Fraternity had a party last From the fish full of lead
strength and unity of effort in
assisting a financially troubled FTU weekend at New Smyrna Beach For her food he no longer need dunk.
The brothers and little sisters of Library. The purpose of this move from Saturday afternoon until
Tau Kappa Epsilon sincerely was to re-located shelving on the Sunday afternoon with aboµt 50 0 say can you see the pelican?
He's-right over there on that wood.
appreciate the effort expended by fourth floor of the library. people showing up.
TEP brothers sponsored their Never more will you see
Chuck Steinmann, Don Egan and President Paul Reynolds learned
pledge Steve Schurtz. The party at that the move had to be made, but pledges in the March of Dimes walk Him soar over the sea
their pad last Saturday given by the manpower was not available from last weekend . They also sponsored Pollution has claimed him for good.
pledges was really a blast with the library staff. To have an alumni from this area, Niles
swimming, skiing, moderate contracted this move to an outside Titley besides co-spons~ring Dean 0 say brother man, if you're bothered
By this little ditty of mine
consumption of beverages, six agency would have cost several Proct~r.
TEP would like to announce the You can write a new verse
roasts and a huge cauldron of chili. hundred dollars.
.
Sunday afternoon the brothers
Director of Libraries L. W. marriage of brother Mike Sterling That is b~tter, not worse
joined together for services held in Walker, upon l~aming of this offer, to the former Susan ·Hoeltke . . To contam a more cheerful last line.
.
the SCAUD, conducted by Father stated, "This is another example of Additionally, they would like to
Pat O'Neill and sponsored by TKE. how the students show their bid brother Charles Miller the best 0 say can you see the pelican?
It was really an experience with concern in the development of this of luck as he is going into the army Thays him _right up there in the sky.
He 1s beautiful, ~ee .
films, tapes and singing songs of university. We are greatly indebted after winter quarter.
And that's how 1t wil be
worship such as "Blowin' in the to the pledges and members of the
If we're smart and we don't let him
Wind," "He Ain't Heavy," and "My Delta Tau Fraternity for the fine
die.
Sweet Lord." All are reminded of cooperative effort displayed".
the next service to be held April 4,
with guest speaker Rabbi Halpern
Kappa Sigma fraternity was
of the Congregation of Liberal
delig~ted by the arrival yesterday .
•
Judaism. The public is invited.
Sigma Sigma Chi was well of Jim Mahoney, ~orthy ~rand !
The pledges of TKE presented represented in the March of Dimes Master of Kappa Sigma National,
symbols of their positions to their Pledge Walk this past Saturday. ~or a short v_isit. M?ho":ey's ~s~ion

TEP

TKE

KS

ssx

Study Faster.
Ta ke Rea d•Ing

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Thir~en

"Scent with
Love"

~~~:';a

.

ofknwd
9-lo'ti~t
7448 Aloma Ave,
Orlando, Fla.
PHONE DAY 671-3455, NIGl:tT 671-2738

brothers and p~d•s · IB ~ talkwrth unwersrty ~h~ak,
.completed the entire 20-mile walk to ~eet the _brother~, an~ to
and altogether, SSX contributed fi~ahze the details of gomg national
approximately $250 to the March with the brotherhood.
of Dimes. They would like to
congratulate and thank each group
Kappa Sigma would like to
and individual that gave time and congratulate Kappa Sigma alumni,
effort for the worthy cause.
Dean Ellis for his new appointment
Sunday the brothers and pledges as Dean of Graduate Studies and
enjoyed a picnic, swim and Research. This past week, to
canoeing day at Wekiwa Springs. celebrate this new rank, some of
Eyeryone had a great time and they the brothers took Dean Ellis to
played Kappa Sigma in a football lunch at the New England Lobster
!game.
House.
The Executive Committee will be
Last week, Kappa Sigma had a
'driving to Jacksonville tomorrow to casual get-together at the house.

After diagnostic testing and
orientation, students will learn to
read faster with good
comprehension, to use the skills of
skimming, and to effectively
study-read textbooks. When these
techniques are mastered Jach
student elects to concentrate in an
area ~f emphasis: advanced r~a~ing
efficiency, vocabulary bmldmg,
ffective study methods, and test
aking techniques, or written
English.

t

i-If- you don' l see what you want,
ask for it!

THE~
. ~BANK
'(o~
- tf Ov1ulc "
P. 0. BOX 248 • · OVIEDO, FLORIDA 327615

Fiv~ minutes north of

·Member FDIC

Enrollment is now being accepted
for an individualized reading
course, "The Art of Rapid
Readi!lg."

F.T.U.

Phone .36 5 _ 3272

A student may select his own lab
•study hours to fit his schedule. The ·
· lab is open from 9 am to 5 pm
1
Friday.
.
The program is open to all
students without charge. Faculty
and staff members are welcome on
a "space available" basis.
.
Interested persons should register
now at the Reading Study Skills
· Laboratory, Room 113, C. Dorm

~~------lii;jji~;;;iiij--~---iiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiii;i;jjljiiiii;;;ii.__~_..liii::ii._;;;;i;;;iii~..-~----------lm!!!ll------~----------..........~·1•-~ii!iii-..-~.---~l,Q.u.Qg,e ~~~
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'Reivers,' 'Sundance Kid'
Two Of VC Spring Flicks

t- - - - - - - - - - -- _. __ - - - - - - - - - - --. ·

Awe• Filled Reaction 1
To 'Temple Images' l Campus

1

I

I

By Grace Kehrer·

,

The following movies have been scheduled for the spring quarter by
the Village Center. University Movies are shown in the SCAUD on
Friday and Sunday nights. Friday films begin at 8:15 pm and Sunday
films begin at 7 pm. Admission is 50 cents.

~ · Glances

I
entitled, "Temple I
Johann ·Eyfells, are I

The exhibit in the FTU Library Building is
Images." The contributing artists, Steven Lotz and
members of the FTU Art Department. The display consists of thirteen
paintings and drawings by Lotz and three sculptured pieces by Eyfells. I

'

\

LIBRARY HOURS
The FTU Library will have the
In attempting to review or comment upon this exhibit, I remembered following schedule of hours during
the Hindu table of the blind man and the elephant. Suddenly, everyone the quarter break, March 20
is a blind man. In utter ignorance of the true nature of an elephant, through March 29:
~never seen and only tentatively touched, a blind man tries to define thel Sat. and Sun., March 20 - 21 •elephant. The only word that can express a blind man's reaction to the I Closed.
.
_
I exhibit is - awe . Furthermore , the exhibit , in its totality , is best I Mon.-Fri., March 22-26 8 am-5
I described as - awesome.
I pmS.at. an d S un., Marc h 27 . 2 8 _
I There is a violent twisting and turning present in all Lotz's work. A I Cl~d. M h 29 _ 7 . 45
_
I powerful sense of convoluted movement and life vibrate in every I
on.,
arc
·
am 10
I drawing. Indeed, in commenting ·upon his own work, Lotz said that it I pm.
I was not his intention to~," ... report, ?ocumer;it, . ~escribe or recor~;" He
-oI wanted· to expose that root experience prurutive man .knew... and I
BROKEN BRICK
modern man has forgotten.
I The brick wall at the entrance to
I
I the loading ramp of the Engine~ring
I Primitive man_ ~aced a h_o stile environment. He attempt~d to control, I building was broken about three
Io: . at least pro~1t1ate, terrible natural forces and. ui:i~onsc1ous demai:ids I months ago by some large delivery
upo_n him from the darkness . It wa_s _P~1m1tive man w~o fir~t truck, according· to Physical Plant
1vis1ted
gr~ppled with the unknown and c?o.se to hve m ~ sacr~d relationship I Directory Fred Clayton. When it is
lw1th the unseen. To these ui:isoph1sticated men birth, life, and death, I finally repaired, a larger passageway
were natural parts of an organic whole.
I will be provided for bigger vehicles,
I said Clay ton .
Not so for modern man, who lives in fear of life and in dread of
"One of these days we'll fix it. It
death. Modern men, bound .bY their m~terialistic s?ciety, ne.g~te ~he I isn't hurting anything ... We have
forces.. of nature, and ~~perf1c1ally e~plam away their own spir~tua:11ty Im ore important things to do,
for a mes~ of pottage called techni~al progress. Today, men hve m a I Clayton said in referring to the
godless society that reflects only meaningless values.
twall. Whoever did the minor
destruction is not known.
Modern men stand in sharp relief against primitive men who I
understood the continuum of their sacred world in relationship tot
-onatural and supernatural forces.
I
BELLOW TO SPEAK

!

J

It was announced this week that
·II Saul
Bellow has been awarded the
National Book Award for fiction

i

Steven Lotz admits that he tries to create images that are awe's ome
Through his own artistic reaction he is able to sav~ his sanity. He reacts
against an environment that denies a man his relationship to nature. Forl
today, men are cut ?ff from their roots, and in a spiritual context, thisl
~ creates a corrupt society.
I
I
. I
• Chrome, plastic, and tin plate cannot be made to replace water, s01l ,
• and growing things; although modern men seem destined to destroy I
I themselves in the attempt. Today, men obviate their heritage . They
I dismiss their debt to the earth and their obligation to the rhythms of i
9life. Modern man is caught in a synthetic limbo of his own I
manufacture.
I

I

I

· As they say in mass media parlance " ... Johann Eyfells was unavailable I
for comment." Again the reviewer is blind in the face of othe~ aweson:ie I
creations. Steven Lotz referred to Johann Eyfells as an artist who is
"consumed . by his work ... an artist who feels himself to be a shaman I
not a priest." In this belief and through the intensity of his personal I
dedication, Eyfells makes comment upon man's great unpaid debt to I
fnature and those titanic forces beyond any man's control.
I

f
I

for his novel "Mister Sammler's
Planet." Bellow will be speaking at
FTU on April 22. This -.is Bellow's
third National Book Award.
THE BOOMERS

--...,.----------"""':--,
IF f..V~RYONG WOVl-D IRY
WE. COLJL..D

-ro CO-OPE.RATE

LAC-I< 'fl-US RACE P~€JUD1ce

~ING IN NO 'TIME'..

April 2 and 4
THE REIVERS
A rollicking adaptation of William Faulkner's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel, "The Reivers," Steve McQueen proves hir:iself to be a comedy
actor of rare timing and talanet. "The Re1vers" recounts the
adventurous journey of Boon Hoggenbeck and Ned McCaslin as they
show 12-year-old Lucius the way life really is, on a spirited jaunt from
Mississippi to Memphis in a yellow 1905 Winton Flyer.
April 16 and 18
A MAN CALLED HORSE
Richard Harris is a man called "Horse" in this extraordinary story of
an English aristocrat captured by Sioux Indians and made to prove his
manhood in their savage culture. This is a totally authentic motion
picture, a statement of the courage, discipline and savagery of the
Indians as they were prior to the white man's plundering of their
birthrights.
April 23 and 25
BUTCH CASSIDY AND
THE SUNDANCE KID
Butch (Paul Newman) and Sundance (Robert Redford) are extremely
likable, amiable bank-train robbers who shy away ~om violence and
flee to escape a posse and the closing of the 1905 Western frontier.
Dialogue is sharp, humor abundant and witty, photography is
imaginative and Burt Bacharach's music memorable.
April 30 a.."1d May 2
THE BOYS IN THE BAND
"The Boys in the Band" is not a musical. It is the most powerful
presentation of real life and self destruction ever filmed. All nine actors
from the original New York cast combine forces and turn out an adult,
witty, and poignant dramatization of a very "gay" birthday party. A
gripping frighteningly honest view .of the homosexual " ... with all its
anxiety, bitterness, depression and solitude ."
May 7 and 9
BULLITT
"Bullitt" is probably the most exciting and talked-about detective
story in years . And that is because of its star - Steve McQueen. He's
just perfect. Watch him. Quietly stealing a new~paper because he hasn't
a dime, or exchanging just the right look with a Negro surgeon who
understands, or summing up his ability to kill and to make love to his
girl; he embodies a special kind of awareness - less taut and hardshell
than Bogart, less lost and adrift than Mastroianni, a little of both - an
existential cool.
May 14 and 16
STRAWBERRY STATEMENT
.
(Bruce Davison, Kim Darby) What Makes a student radical? Stuart
Haggman directs this loose adaptation of James Kunen's
autobiographical "Notes of a College Revolutionary" in a swinging
visual style. Politically naive Davison is caught in the n;tlddle .of
something he neither wants to be part of nor really cares about. He
meets demonstrator Darby during the student takeover of the
administration building, is assigned to the "food patrol," and they fall
in love. He becomes actively involved "in the cause" without knowing
why. The prolonged finale of National Guardsmen brutally molesting
and bludgeoning the students ends in a freeze-frame .howing Davison's
body lunging into a policeman's weapon. Nearly a dozen very pleasant
rock songs provide the musical mood.
June 4 and 6
THE STERILE CUCKOO
Liza '..1inelli stars in a charming tragi-comedy about a lonely girl,

I
The three sculptured pieces are mute testimonials to Eyfells.
acknowl(!dgment of the earth 's ability to hring forth and take care of its 1

I own. Great strength, will-power and ruggedness are suggested in eachl
"Pookie" Adams, trying to find herself. Pookie, unloved at home, tries
sculptured piece . Each sculpture emerges as a complete entity, morel u..-=:..i.....LUL.J.--lii~L.Q....1.1.---'---'.__J to make up for her father's lack of affection by snaring the first boy to
I closely related to earth and life thei:i to the steri!e metal and glassl - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - -.....~ come her way in her college career.
i containers standing nearby. The cement and plastic sculptures were
FREE FLICKS
" formed in a mold carved in the earth, and the iron sculpture was built 1
May 26 - "Road Runner Special" - 8:15 pm on the VC patio.
I stalagmite-like up from liquid dripped iron.
I
June 2 - "Calling All Curs," starring the Three Stooges - ·8:15 pm
~ All three pieces speak of the enduring undefeatable quality that is the~
on the VC patio.
1emili. Boili Lo~~ and E~el~'wm~ repre~nt apM~o~ring~a
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
migh.ty goddess long abused and greatly scorned. Consequently, this is
I not art for the market place. Possible Lotz and ·Eyfells, in ti~e, will
I build their own temple. But for now, the seem content to design and
create the images.
The original Blue

I

I
I

f

Levi's - in rugged
XX denim ... lean
and low waisted.
America's favorite
jeans .

So there it is, the rantings and ravings of an ignorant blind man. At
only one small aspect of the whole was ever guessed at, and then,
imperfectly. The individual pieces are dynamic, awesome, inspiring and
lintimidating. Possibly it is a good thing that men should, on occasion,
lbe inspired and intimidated, for it is true: " ... those whom the Gods
1would destroy they first drive mad." Surely, today, men are about a
• great madness. T~ey take, misuse and waste. They deny their heritage,
I ignore the_ir present and strangle their future.
.

I best,

I

In this secular world the unseen powers are denied, shunted aside.
1Man emerges as solitary king of the mountain. He has forgotten he is of I
ldust, and he rejects his affinity to the earth. He replaces the sacred with I
the profane. He seems to prefer isolation and alienation to unity and
11
11intergration.
I

I
I

ALL SIZES IN STOCK
28 thru 46

I
I
I

Lotz and EyfeJls. are making the images, hop~fully, it is not too late
1to start buil.dii~g the temples.
.
P.S .... This time, thanks to Ann Spen~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...
'
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RAMADA
4'•-INN- EAST

HAVING AN AFFAIR?

Store For Men

HAVE IT WITH US!

EL BODEGON COCKTAIL· LOUNGl.l'A COMllA· -DIN.ING ROOM·- .

. 11731 E. Colonial Driv~ (Near FTU)

-~

-

OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M.
273-1500

WINTER PARK MALL

"She wants
hers from his."
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Musical Programs

Research Funds May
Go Over $1 Million

Set for f ri., Sutt.

More than $1 million in research funds have been granted or proposed
at FTU in the past 18 months.
The grants, most of them from federal agencies, range from $200 from
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission to $191,813 for the proposed
establishment of a m u l t i - c u l t u r a l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - instructional program center in the spec.i fi cally to assist are a law
area through HEW.
officers to further their professional
While the FTU grants could be educations. The Florida Board of
considered minimal, in relation to Regents just last month approved a
those at some universities, the fact degr .ee program in Law
is that the FTU faculty, due to the Enforcement for FTU.
heavy teaching demands required to
In still another program, this time
establish a new univrsity, has been through the Navy Department,
pursuing research largely on a FTU psychologists are conducting
parttime basis. This factor by itself research of human behavior at the
reduces the opportunity and Orlando Naval Training Center.
freedom to devote to research
Meanwhile, studies continue on
alone, noted Dr. Leslie L. Ellis, the possible results of
dean of graduate studies and down-draining once-pure Lake
research at FTU.
Apopka, courtesy of a grant from
As FTU grows, and the the Florida Department of Air and
probability of using graduate Water Pollution Control, and on the
assistants for some teaching cho.res flight patterns of nocturnal
develops, research activity migratory birds who have met their
undoubtedly will be on the end by crashing into the TV tower
upswing, Dr. Ellis added. Right near Bithlo, being done with a $400
now, with more than 70 per cent of grant from the American Museum
the FTU faculty holding doctorates of Natural History.
- an unusually high ratio at any
And, closer to home, there's the
campus the nucleus of a proposal to NSF for an 11-week
research center of any sort is study that would be conducted to
already on hand, he said.
determine what relationship exists
Many of the grants currently between FTU and its own
underway are engineer and science environment.
oriented, such as the one for
$43,000 from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to support this
summer's second annual "Project
Physics" program at FTU for
Tickets for the Lettermen
selected high school teachers from
around the nation. Orange County Conc~rt will be available in the
has provided $26,000 for a Village Center office March 29, 30
continuing study on the "Use of and 31. All seats are reserved, and
High Water Tables for Sanitary are available for each FTU student
Landfill." An NSF grant for and one guest.
$33,000 will go toward a year-long
Students must show their ID
training program for 20 Orange cards in order to receive a ticket,
County biology teachers under the and must also present their ID cards
auspices of FTU's Institute for at the door.
Fresh Water Ecology.
The Lettermen Concert, featuring
Most of the FTU programs the three men who popularized
directly affect the Central Florida close harmony, begins at 8: 30 pm
area, such as the $71,000 from the in the Orlando Municipal
U.S . Justice Department to support Auditorium Wednesday March 31.
the Law Enforcement Educational It is sponsored by Student
Program that is designed Government and the Villa~e Center.

This weekend the music
department is presenting two
programs, one Friday evening and
one Sunday afternoon.
The FTU Chamber Singers will
present a program at 8:30 pm in
.the Engineering Auditorium Friday.
The Chamber Singers will be
performing works by Tavener,
. Monteverdi, Bach, Stravinsky,
Chant, Ravel, Fine, and Gesualdo.
Terry Clark will conduct the
Singers, who are Teresa Arbaugh,
Janet Crews, Bob Garment, Cheryl
LeCompte, Jackie Mertens, Joe
Morrell, Mary Lou Rajchel, John
Rickerson, Darwood Santmier, Don
·Snyder, and Julie Walker,
The winter quarter performance
of the FTU Philharmonic Orchestra
will be presented Sunday, at 3 pm
in the Village Center. The program
will feature, along with the
orchestra under the direc tion of
Arpad Szomoru, soprano soloist
Janette Ogg.
·
Beginning the concert will be
Mozart's Overture to "Cosi fan
Tuite," a delightful work including
solo work for oboe and an
ingeniously stirring conclusion.
Following the overture will be an
aria from the same opera, plus the
two famous arias from "The
Marriage of Figaro," "Vo i che
sapete" and "Non so piu cosa," to
be performed by Janette Ogg.
Next the Orchestra will perform
Bela Bartok's "Rumanian Dances"
and Mussorgsky's f amous
Halloween-like tone poem "A Night
on Bald Mountain." Then the
soloist will return fm- he r final
number, Tchaikosky 's beautiful
"Adieu Foret" from "The Maid of
Orleans." The orchestra will
conclude the program with Carl
Maria von . Weber's "Oberon"
Overture.
Everyone is invited to attend the
musical programs. There ~s no
admission charge.

Lettermen Tickets
Fre.e For Students

Gov. ·Askew, where are you? Claude Kirk's gone, and he took his
picture on the elevator permits with him.

,

Ok' .ANDO'<; NF.W~ST DIUVE·IN niEATRE

Stuff 'n Such is a column booth at the Central Florida 1''air
designed for FTU club news. Any last weekend.
campus club is welcome to submit
articles by noon on the Tuesday
The girls recently held a luncheon
before the desired publication date. at one of their member's house and
- These articles · may include the had as their guests their brother
announcement of a new club's club, the Colle~iate Civitan Club of
formation, meeting times, officer FTU. ·
elections, and any activities the
The Civinettes are presently
club has participated in or is engaged in selling pens as a money
planning.
jraisingprbje'ct'. Also, occasional pictures of Any girls interested in joining
selected club activities will be taken Civinettes are asked to call Janice
to be used with the column. If a Miller, 4 23-9425 (evenings), or Olga
club is planning an activity that Rodriguez 277 -0298 (afternoons).
they feel merits a pic ture, they may
-orequest one from Nancy Smith,
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Stuff 'n Such columnist, in the
All students who are interested in
·FuT_Ure office, AD 118.
joining the International Club for
Pictur~ requests shou~d be made the coming spring quarter are
a week "'! advance_ to insure .that 1:eordially invited to attend the
they will ge t znto the issue :International Club St. Patrick's-End
immediately foll~wing the event.
'of Quarter celebration party to be
The Stuff n Such column, held Saturday March 20 in the
including copies of pictures which Student Cent~r from 8 pm to
can be purchased from the FuTUre, midnight. The members are putting
c~n ~e of great value to club jforth a great deal of effort to make
histor~ans: Af!-Y. an_d every campus this event a real success. If anyone
.organization is invited to make use .is interested in attending, the
of the column.
admission will be in form of some

SUBURBAN
DRIVE-IN THEAT-RE
EAST 50

AT

UNION PARK

TELEPHONE : 273-0880

FIRST ORLANDO SHOWING

THE NEWCOMERS

1'70 Wtlt D111>t1 PfoOucllOll\

Un t..e,HI Pruents

cf>fy Side ofthe
&lfountain

George C.

Barry

Kathryn

SCOTT· SULLIVAN ·HAYS

"A FRESH ANO STIMULATING

FILM !"-Arthur
Knight
SATURDAY REVIEW

TEDDY ECCLES~11·
am1THEODORE BIKEL -~ANOO'

@Di

NAVISION' · TECHNICOL()R• APARAMOUNT PICTURE

NEXT ATTRACTION FIRST ORLANDO SHOWING
COl..~IA PICTl.ffS Al>D RASTAR PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

ARAY STARK ·HERBERT ROSS Production

Barbra Streisand
~~Soga

Screerc:>lay by BUCK 1£NRY

Based on lhe ploy by BILL W.NHOFF

Produced by

PANAVISION • COLOR

Directed by

RAY STARK HERBERT ROSS

IRl-:.:~.::.:."":Z.:~a. I

~Glances
TALENT CONTEST
Volunteers are needed to work
with the spring Talent Contest,
sponsored by Village Center,
according to VC Assistant Program
Director Linda Eastman .
·~A ' piano accompanist who can
play popular music is needed to
provide music for singers. Stage
hands are wanted to help move any
state props:
1Talen t ' is also needed, Mrs.
Eastman said, and suggested that
any student or faculty member
with talents for magic, comedy,
music, skits or other presentation
contact the Village Center for an
audition in April.

FTU Foundation
Re-elects Officers

Directors of the non-profi t FTU
Foundation, Inc., unanimously
reelected its 1970 slate of officers
during the annual meeting of the
-o'type of refreshments. Feel free to organization at FTU.
The Foundation, chartered in
· TENNIS CLUB
bring along a friend and join in the
All co-eds who are interested in festivities. If a student has any 1968 helps formulate scholarship
joining the Tennis Club are urged to questions, contact Ivy Montoya or programs and lends financial aid to
students.
attend the first meeting on Eileen Brennan.
Another purpose of the
Tuesday, March 30 at 11 am in GC
Foundation is to accept, in the
-o335: No tennis experience is
name of the University, all
SOCIOLOGY CLUB
required to join the Rackettes. All
The Sociology Club held an donations of equipment and
interested players are asked to
contact Jody Miller at ext. 2408 in organizational meeting Wednesday, materials and cash for the student
February 24. Adyisor for the club is assitance programs and for the
the P.E. building.
improvement of FTU facilities.
Burton Wright.
-oWinter Park contractor Allen
The
second
meeting
of
the
club
COLLEGIATE CIVINETTES
Trovillion, first elected last year,
will
be
held
April
6.
The Collegiate Civinette Club has
All soc;:iology .majors, and any one continues as president of the
been keeping busy lately with
Foundation. Vice presidents for
several projects. They had several of else who is interested, is welcome
another term are: John E . Carroll,
-their members working in the ~TU to attend the club meetings.
Henry C. Coleman, C. Howard
McNulty, Bernard Parrish, and Max .
E. Wettstein . Remaining as
(3051
secretary-treasurer is former State
847·4962
Senator, L. K. Edwards, Jr.
Foundation Executive Director
George J. King, Jr., announced that
$213,264 in Equipment donated to
the Foundation since last April was
COMPONENTS .- SPEAKER SY.STEMS
being transferred to the University
for record purposes. The majority
· RECEIVERS .- T Af,91· QJ~KS
of the items are electronic or
engineer-related, King said .
The Foundation. has received
.1'rutcfJe, 9ubio Jnr.
close to a half-million dollars in
WINTER AIUtK, ~ORIDA 32789
cash and other contributions since
338 "*'K AVENUE SOUTH
---~~~~~....,~~'\l!"'!~~~~-!!"'!!'!
- -~·~...~.~-~.~
.-~.....~......."'!!!'!'pm~!!!'!!!'!!'!"~-itwasincorporated,Kingadded .

TECHNICOLOR
Rtttntd ~ BUC~ Ym ADIS llUBUl l()fj CO _INC

Campus

TheOwl
odtbe

PmJr,at

Mwlclromthefilmby
a&.000. SWEAT I TEAM
on Columbia Records Soundtrack Album
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An FTU Spring Is:

Photos by
Chuck Seithe l

••• A Fresh-Scrubbed Look

•.•A Return To The Sod

·-• - - - - ---------------------

Final Exam Schedule

I
I

. .. Gazin' In The Grass

tM Udt U9 JL! UbRJ !.Cw.>.l.U.lt'C'.~tWl~JW.O~
APARTMENTS AVAILAl!LE within
walking distance to FTU, furnished
or unfurnished. Central Air and Heat,
wall-to-wall carpeting, dishwasher,
clothes washer and dryer. Ideal for
married couples. Call 273-2999.

FOR SALE

~'!Ml%1~1.~.a0TOH~·'
Sony Tape Deck like n~w $130.00
Garrard Lab 80 Turntable with Shure
M91 E Cartridge $75.00 Heathkit
Stereo Tuner $20.00. Call 671-6274
after 6 Friday - all Weekend.

Continental and
Leslie 671-5270.

Vox

Super

Fuzztone, Reverb, Heavy sound from
a Vo x Bu ck i ngham. Piggy-Back
6-inputs, two heavy Duty Speakers,
covers, price 375. New price is 788.
Systern looks, and sounds new. I
need money for grad school. Call
671-0265.

fOfD:*:nsmoon

0

nm'?

0

n:hnn 7k0$

AVTC>a

. OJ" nnnnn:now-=~*9&:e»~~:~:~:
Must Sell!!! 1970 GTO - JUDGE *
Racing Green * Full Power * Fact.
Air * Stereo with reverb ... Sacrifice:
$3050.00. Call Chuck - 671-1758.

Pontiac leMans '70 2 Dr. hard tOJ.
air, radio, power disc. brakes, 350,
automatic, tape deck, power steering,
under 15000 miles, magnificent
,c?.ndition. $2950. Call 423-3800.

Final E xamination Period
8- 9 :4 5 a.m. , Tues., March 16
10-11 :4 5 a.m., Tues ., March 16
8 - 9 :4 5 a.m., Wed., March 17
10-11:4 5 a.m. , Wed., March 17
1 2- 1 :4 5.p.m., Thurs., March 18
10-11:45 a.m. , F ri., March 19
2- 3 :4 5 p.m., Thurs:, March 18
12- 1:4 5 p .m., Fri., March 19
4 - 5 :45 p.m., Wed., March 17
4 - 5 :45 p .m., Thurs., March 18

8
9
10
12
1
2
3
5

8- 9:4 5 a.m., Thurs., March :i. 8
10-11 :45 a.m. , Thurs., March 18
8- 9: 4 5 a.m., Fri., March 1 9
12- 1 :45 p.m., Wed., March 1 7
12- 1 :45 p.m., Tues., March 16
2- 3:45 p.m., Tues., March 16
2- 3 :45 p.m., Wed., March 17
4- 5:45 p .m., Tues., March 16

mue ~e uuouu~::-:;~:?;:;~:::;:~:~
HELP WANTED

.1U!t"JJJPU

a.m. Tuesday
a.m. Tuesday
a.m. Tuesday
noon Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday
p.m. Tuesday

NOTE:
1. Assistant Deans of those colleges desiring to schedule multiplel
section courses should consider use of evening hours during the1
March 16-19 period since no "free" day exists between the end of"
Winter Quarter classes and the beginning of the final examinationl
period. Auditorium and large classroom use should be scheduledl
through the office of Administrative Planning as usual during thisl
period.
I

FuTUre··c11ssifieds
{''00''?0)
7JOJPJJ RP;oOQP;oC OQ.RR ?J(dJ t
. .' ~;, .:}!lloa RENT

Classes Which First Meet During the Week at
8 a.m. Monday
9 a.m. Monday
10 a.m. Monday
11 a.m. Monday
12 noon Monday
1 p.m. Monday
2 p.m. Monday
3 p.m. Monday
4 p.m. Monday
5 p.m. Monday

Classes ·which meet first during the week on Wednesday, Thursday , I
or Friday should schedule day or _eveni?g examinatie_ru; during tJ:e I _
period March 16-19 at the discretion of the instructor m I
consultation with all members of the class.

"''Q'"'Cnn"moa~m·

COEDS: Earn money for summer
vacation. 10-12 hours per week.
Averag!r-$70. Call 425-6851 for ·
appointment. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Weekdays only.

~

&3~

l

1I 4.

EARN extra income on or off
campus in your spare time. This can
be developed into over $1 ,000 a
month income full ti,me. Under $25
investment required. Call 1-636-8446
for appointment.

-

I

Classes which meet at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for two hours
or more and should schedule examinations at the regular class hour
during the period March 16-19.

i

I~

I

Continuing Education course examinations should be scheduled at I
the regular class hour during the period March 16-19.
·I

15. Final examinations are mandatory if required by the course:
I instructor.
I·

I
-----------------~--------J

''"OO?"OO"POO?O?P???P;nn°Q~~~·
l

CAMPUS GLANCES
ART FESTIVAL
Many FTU students and faculty
WEIDENHEIMER EXHIBITS
will be participating in the Winter
Mrs. Ruth E. Weidenheimer, Park Art Festival, which begins
assistant professor of visual arts next Friday, March 19.
education at FTU, is currently ·. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
displaying a collection of paintings
NEW
NEW
NEW
and photographs in an art exhibit at
Seminole Junior College. The
FHA 235 H.OM ES
exhibit will be displayed in the
IN BEAUTIFUL
gallery of the Science Building
IVANHOE
ESTATES
March 5 through 26, 10 am until 10
If you make from $75 to $180 per
pm Monday thru Friday.

The Crescent Girls wish to thank the
Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha for
saving the world last Thursday.

It's not March the sixteenth yet. We
know we jumped the gun. But here.'s
wishing you a HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
PHILIP ANDERSON!!!

Happy Birthday!
Chuck
The Gang

Good Luck!

Lee and Nancy

BEER BUST

from

T·G IF

1 POUND BEER

FuTUre & Pegasus Staffs

5e

3-6 FRIDAY
15,

EACH HALF HOUR
MORE
17-92 BETWEEN JAl-A~AI AND K-MART

,,, ........ . .

··-

week you may qualify for one of
these beautiful homes. Ivanhoe
Estates Is the newest, largest
development under the program In
the area. We _have all underground
utilities with sidewalks, street lights
and extra large wooded lots. These
homes are custom built for you with
multicolor shingle roofs, stone or
brick .fronts. Inside we have paneled
walls, a G.E. refrigerator, stove and
hood, mica covered cabinets, full
ceramic bath and central heat ducted
for .air. These homes are limited so
please don't wait. Call 671-4914 or
drive on out. We are located just
7-10th of 1 ml. N. of Hwy. E. 50 on
Hwy. 15-A north sometimes called
' Goldenrod.
Brokers Invited by Builder.

M~ch

12, 1971

FuTUre

Everything
Federal tax information for
college students: here are the
answers to a few of the questions
you may have about your federal
income tax:
Q) Must students file an income
• tax return?
A) A single student who is a
citizen or resident of the United
States must file a return for 1970 if
his gross income during the tax
years was $1,700 or more. A
married student must file a return if
his income combined with that of
his spouse was $2,300 or more,
unless he files a separate return,
unless he does not live with his
spouse, or unless he or his spouse is
a dependent of another. In this
case, he must file if he had an
income of $600 or more. No matter
what his income, a. student must
file a return if he received tips on
which Social Security tax was not
collected or if he was self-employed
and had a self-employment income
of $400 or more.
Q) Is it true college students
are n •t subject to income tax
withholding anymore?
A) The 1969 tax reform law
made it possible for some students
to avoid having income taxes
withheld on part-time or summer
jobs under certain conditions. To
quality, the student must have had
no Federal income tax liability in
the previous year and anticipate
none this year. If that is the case,
the student should complete Form
W-4E and give it to his employer.
This covers only Federal income
tax withholding. Social Security
taxes will continue to be withheld. -

Q) I worked last summer to earn
money for college but made less
than $1,700. How can I get back
what was withheld from my pay for
income tax?
A) File an income tax return to
obtain a refund of any income tax
which was withheld from your
wages.

Page 15

explaining how you computed tax
withheld for which you claim
credit, but for which you have no
W-2's.

Since then, tips amounting° to $20
or more in ~ month while working
for one employer have had to be
reported to the employer for
withholding purposes.

file a return and you file a joint
return merely to claim a refund for
·tax withheld), ·(3) You are a citizen
or resident of the United States, or
a resident of Canada, Mexico, the
Q) As a student who is a
Canal Zone, or the Republic of
candidate for a degree, must I.
Q) I wo;ked as a summer camp Panama.
report as income amounts received counselor. Should I count my room
under a scholarship or fellowship and board as taxable income?
Q) What is meant by "total
grant?
A) The value of your room and support?"
A) No, such amounts are board is not included in taxable
A) Total support is usally the
generally excludible from income. income if the room and board are
However, amounts received from furnished on your employer's total cost of furnishing the
part-time employment, such as for premises and for his convenience. dependent's food, shelter, clothing,
education, medical and dental care,
'
d
f
d
th"
and research, hare included
Also, in order for your room and·
Q) I m ue a re un
is year. teaching
.
.
h h
in
income even t oug
t ese board to be non-taxable, lodging recreation, transportation and
Wh at can Id o t o spee d i.t up.?
·
· d
d ·r
similar necessities. Amounts
A) The best advice we can give services are ~e9uire as a con ~ ion 1must be a condition of your received as a scholarship are not
fil
l t
d to your receiving the scholarship or employment.
· t
you is o
e a comp e e an -F. ll
h·
H
·f
h
included in determining total
accura t e re tu rn an d mm.1 i•t ear1y t o ,e ows
· 1p grant. owever,
· d ~z sue11
support.
the addre s l'sted
in th For 1040 serv~ces are requ~re
,or a
Q) Is a foreign exchange student
.
. s 1
e
m
candidates for a particular degree,
instructions. !Je sure ~o enter an the amounts received therefrom are taxed on income earned in the
Q) Are amounts received under a
accurate Social Security Number
.
U.S.?
G.I. Bill included in determining
for yourself and your spouse if it is excluded from mcome.
A) Money earned in this country total support?
a joint return. Refund delays are
will most likely be taxable. Details . A) Amounts received by a
also often due to failure to attach
on U.S. taxes for which a foreign veteran under a G.I. Bill, such as
required W-2 forms, failure to sign
student may be liable are contained tuition payments and allowances
the return, omission of other forms
in Publication 518, "Foreign while attending school, are included
or schedules that may be required
Scholars and Educational and in determining total support.
and use of the wrong tax table or
Cultural Exchange Visitors,"
column.
Available without charge at all IRS
Q) What income is taxable?
District Offices.
A)
All income, except that
Q) Since I worked for several
expressly exempt from tax by law,
people last year, I have serveral W-2
Q) I'm . working for part of my is taxable. Examples of taxable
forms. Should I attach all of them
room and board at college. Is there income are : Compensation for
to my return or should I add them
any chance I'd have to ·pay tax on services, including salaries, tips,
up and give the totals?
this?
fe ·es, commissions, and similar
A) You should attach to your
Q) As a student who is not a
A) The general rule is that any items; interest; dividends; prizes;
return Copy B of each 1W-2 'you candidate for a degree, must I credit you receive towards your military pay.
receive although only the total report as income amounts received room and board as compensation
income and withheld income tax under a scholarship or fellowship for work, is counted as taxable
Q) I received an interest report
need be entered on your Form grant?
income. If this plus any other
1040. Failure to do so will hold up
A) If you are not a candidate for income you receive during the year on a Form 1099 from my savings
the processing of your return and a degree, the amounts received amounts to $1,700 or more (if you bank. Does this have to be filed
any refund that might be due you. under a scholarship or fellowship are single), you will have to file a with my 1040 like a W-2?
A) No, the report was for your
If you did not get a W-2 form from grant may be excluded from tax return.
information to show you the.
your employer, contact him and income up to $300 times the
amount of interest earned for the
ask for one. Your return must be number of months for which you
year. However, this and other
filed on time. If you cannot get all receive amounts under the grant
interest and dividend income must
your Form W-2 's report all of your during the tax year. The exclusion
be shown on your Form 1040. A
income and attach a . statement - is limited to a maximum of 36
duplicate copy of Form 1099 is
months, which may or may not be
sent to IRS by the bank. You
consecutive. Thereafter, all
Q) Since I am a college student,
amounts received under the grant may my parents claim me as an should retain your copies with your
tax records.
must be included in income, exemption?
including those portions designated
A) Yes, if you were a full-time
for expenses incident to the grant, student during some part of each of
and the value of the services and five calendar months of the year
accommodations given you as part and (1) Your parents provided over
of the grant.
half of your total support during
Q) Do I have to pay Social the calendar year, (2) You were not
Q) Where should I · file my
Security tax on tips earned as a married as of the end of the taxable return?
waitress?
year, or if married, did not file a
A) This will depend on your
A) Tips have always been taxable joint return w_ith your spouse geographic location. For specific
income, but until 1966 they were (except ':°h~n_ neither. you n~r your information , consult the
not subject to Social Security taxes. - spouse individually is required to instructions accompanying Form

You Always

Wanted To
Know About
ln,ome Tax

But Have

BULLETIN

Never Asked

The Village Center Board Announces
Elections of New Members

All interested persons must pick up and fill
out an application by April 5, 5:30 pm.

1r-~~;~-:=-.==-;~~=:::~=-:;;==-~~-, 1040.
Q) Have you any publication
that go into more detail than the
Form 1040 instructions?
A) The publication, "Your
Federal Income Tax," provides
additional information on tax
filing. Most local offices of IRS
have copies, or you can write th'e
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Governments Printing Office,
Washington D.C. 20402. The cost is
seventy-five cents. Also available at
your I RS District Office are
.Publication 532, "Tax Information
for Students and Parents " and
Publication 507, "Tax Information
on Scholarships and Fellowships."
These publications are free.

Campus
~Glances
PROCTOR RUNS
Dean of Men William Proc tor did
his bit for the March of Dimes last
weekend and finished the race in
good fashion despite a couple of
!pain f ul bl isters tha t needed
, treatmen t .

We have a large selection of both twin lens and single
lens Reflex cameras in the 2%x2% format. Whatever
your photographic needs are Video Sonics has the
answer. Stop by and see us soon.
Student Directors must be full-time
FTU students who have achieved
sophomore standing at the time of
selection . They cannot be on academic
or restrictive probation.
A student director of the Board who
acquire probationary status while in
office is eligible to remain on the
Boa rd only after petitioning the
Eligibility Committee of the Office of
Student Affairs and receiving their
authorization to do so.

V11Eo. SoN1cs·
CAMERAS.AND PHOTO SUPPLIES
645-0882
"8" TRACK - CASSETTES - AUTO TAPE DECKS
INSTALLATION - WARRANTY SERVICE
Between Steak & Shake' and McDonald's,
on 17-92 in Winter Park .

ATTEN-TJON
Men of draft age there
alternatives to militar,i .service.
For free draft counseling and
information on · th.e , 'different
tlassifications or immigration to
. Can ad a and draft resistance

contact

Orlando Peace Center
836 Broadway
(Corner of Marks & Broadway Across
from Orlando Junior College behind
the Friends meeting house) "
•2~232.

Open

Sundays 7 p.m. - 10 p.m • .
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SG Candidates
(Co;,tinued from page 1)

people have indicated that his
interest in the position and SG in
general is great.
Another name that has come
upon the subject is that of
Laurence Zimmerman, better
known as "Zero." Zero is the
captain of God's Children an
independent intramurals athietics
team, and is majoring in
E n v i r o n m e n t al S cien ces.
Zimmerman is well known for his
participation in many FTU
functions and activities.
The race for Top Banana at SG at
the end of April looks like it will be
a memorable one.
. .

computer schedule for the spring,
the following is the "translation" of
periods according to clock hours.
Period 1 ............... 8-9 am
Period 2 ..... ..... .... 9-10 am
Period 3 ..... ........ 10-11 am
Period 4 . ... . ·...... 11 am-noon
Period 5 ............ noon-1 pm
Period 6 ............... 1-2 pm
Period 7 ............... 2-3 pm
Period 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4 pm
Period 9 ............... 4-5 pm
Period 10 .............. 5-6 pm•
Period E-1 ............. 6-7 pm
Period E-2 ............. 7-8 pm
Period E-3 ............. 8-9 pm
Period E-4 .......... .. 9-10 pm

Pre-registration

The period system ,is being used
this quarter because FTU has used
the University of Florida's
computer print-out system, which
records class times under a period
system, rather than by FTU' s direct
hour method.

government and perhaps wanting to
start it again in a better way; if it
isn't abolished then I think I can do
a good job in making it better."
Rick Namy is the acting president
of the FTU chapter of the Student
Mobilization Committee. "We
aren'.t going to run the kind of
ca.mPaign that most people do" he
~ said. "I want to try to cali as ~any
~
students as possible and make them
aware of the real issues involved. I
(
· don't want to just hang a lot of
·~
_. ·: posters around."
~) Chris Schmidt is now the
Executive Assistant to the Student
By JAMES HENRY
Body President. Schmidt has often
(Continued from page 1)
discussed
the possibility of his ..__ _ _ _ _ _....:;_ _ _ _........,.__ _...J
An evening to top all evenings is now available within the average ·
For any student who may be
student's financial grasp and is guaranteed to be one of the most elegant candidacy. "I'm not sure if I'll have
~onfused about the use of periods
eveings offered in our entertainment-starved town.
enough time," he says. But many instead of hours on his official
I refer to the new "Orange Blossom Dinner Theatre" on U.S. 441, west
of Orlando. Wednesday night the
theatre, located in the building
Josie Roell is magnificient. I have
seen her in several productions, and
which used to house the "Scene" never fail to be awed by her
opened its first production "South versatility and ability. She simply
Pacific." It opened to a ~ear full becomes Bloody Mary, in soul and
house and an extremely body. She maintains an extremely
appreciative (if not slightly difficult accent even while singing.
She does not allow the script, or
inebriated) audience.
The entire evening, starting with the action to slow down while she
drinks, works into a magnificent is on stage. She is a rare find.
Once again Dale Carpenter, who
dinner, with anything from lobster
to lamb, and climaxes with the takes the role of Luther Billis
play. All without ever leaving your delights his audience with hi~
seat. The entire array can be had ability to fit his role as if it was
for as little as $8.50 per person. A written for him. Both of the
true steal, considering all that · is Carpenters evidently can work
amicably with anyone, and
included.
maintain a tremendous rapport.
Orange Blossom is run by H and Like Miss Roell, Carpenter keeps
D Enterprises, which also runs the the dialogue and _action moving.
fairly established "Sebastian's They both take their minor leads
Dinner Theatre" near the Disney and make them outstanding
World Project. Obviously all the characters. A tribute to their acting.
Thom Sherwood, of WLOF
previous know-how was applied to
"Orange Blossom" to make opening heritage, takes the part of Capt.
night a huge success, with few Brackett. While there is a touch of
Bogart in the Sherwood's portrayal,
mishaps.
Emile De Becque, our leading Bogart could have not played it
man, is portrayed by Ray Michel, better. Sherwood has an excellent
who was imported from Chicago to sense of timing and style. He seems
play the role and to assume a to have some minor difficulties in
partnership in H and D Enterprises. blocking, but the man's profession
His portrayal of the French does not require any movement, so
islander, running from a world such difficulties can be excused
which does not believe as he does, and should disappear by next week:
is nothing short of tremendous. His as Sherwood gets used to the stage.
huge voice booms out the Sherwood's charming wife, Kaye, is
near-classic songs from "South also in the show, as one of the
·Pacific." A few uncomfortable nurses.
pauses, with no blocked action and
To attempt to mention, or eveh
no lines cou Id easily be written off
name all of the participants in the
as opening night jitLers.
show would be folly. Let it suffice
Michel's leading lady, Ensign to say that, with few exceptions,
Nellie Forbush, is portrayed by the play is superlative. Clyde
Karin Timmel, who has had a few Hembree, the director, has outdone
roles in local productions, but did himself, both in renovating the
not show her true ability until theatre, and producing a winning
"South Pacific." She takes the part show on the first bill.
It should not be missed.
of I.he confused small town girl
The theatre is on the banks of
with all the Oair that Mary Martin
put into it on Broadway, and then Lake Fairview, just south of the
adds herself. Her excellent voice intersection of 441 (Orange
and professional stage presence Blossom Trail) and Lee Road.
carries her starring role to the top. Reservations are needed, and can be
She seemed to have the ability to obtained by calling 299-7000. The
fill ihe huge Orange Blossom stage basic evening is $8.50. Drinks are
by herself, when she wanted to, and extra, and there is a bar in the
then, suddenly, seem all alone and lobby which serves before and after
lost on the set. She can, and does the show, as well as having cocktail
waitresses, if you don't want to
master her audience.
Bloody Mary is an islander who is leave your seat.
out Lo make a fast buck. She learns
her vocabulary from the navy men
on the island, which could account
for such colloquial expressions a;
HEW TO VIEW
"Stingy Bastard" which she yells at
Ed Odham, from the U.S. Health,
anyone who does not purchase her Ed uca ti on and Welfare Dept.'
wares. Bloody Mary is played by Regional Civil Rights office in
Josie Roell, who has been trained Atlanta will be on campus Monday
expertly in voice al the Julliard to observe progress of FTU in
School of Music. She knows her non-discrimination practices.
Lask, and takes il lo Lhe hilt.
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FTU' s Student Government
and The Village Center
proudly present

''The Lettermen''

Campus Glances

IN CONCERT

j"'""PE'AC'E"""TH'RO'U'Gil"'""E'C'O'L'O'G'Y"'"'i
ECOLOGY

I

I

ACTION THROUGH

Wednesday, March 31st
8:30 P.M.
Orlando Municipal Auditorium

EDUCATION
What You Can Do For Your Environment

ADMISSION FREE

CONSERVE WATER

!

Take a shower with a friend
Don't use colored toilet paper
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TO FTU STUDENTS
Tickets are available at the Village Center Office
Ma~ 29~

30, 31

